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SMARTGROWTH
DEVELOPMENT INDUSTRY PERCEPTIONS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.

Introduction
SmartGrowth is a strategy to sustainably manage future growth in
the Western Bay of Plenty Sub–region.
The SmartGrowth Project Team engaged Alan Bickers
Management Services (ABMS)1 to undertake a Study into the
Development Industry’s Perceptions concerning the goals of the
Strategy.

2.

Developers’ Perceptions of Key Drivers

2.1

Current drivers of development in the Sub–region are perceived by
the development community as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.2

the attractiveness of the area and lifestyle,
retirement sector,
rural–residential opportunities,
rural–based activity,
increasing numbers of self–employed people taking
advantage of modern technology,
expatriate New Zealanders returning home.

Developers consider that location of a site in relation to aspect,
views, access to work, accessibility of the ocean/harbour,
infrastructure services, transport and facilities, and the quality of
the environment are intrinsic factors in making a site attractive.
It was felt that the market for intensification was quite limited at
the present time.

1

ABMS acknowledges the valuable assistance of Synergine Strategic Ltd in the research
contained in this Report.
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2.3

The economics of development must allow for an adequate return
on investment. Realistic land prices and affordable development
costs (including local authority compliance costs) can contribute
positively to overall project viability.

2.4

The territorial authorities, Tauranga and Western Bay of Plenty
District Councils are urged by developers to be more “pro–
development”. Specific issues relate to greater consistency and
certainty, timely decisions, “no surprises”, and greater
transparency of fees.

2.5

In relation to the regional council, Environment BOP, many
developers consider it to be an environmental regulator which
views all developers with inherent suspicion. Specific concerns
relate to staff capability, financial contributions policy, regulation
of earthworks and water extraction.

2.6

Developers consider that Central Government can play an
important supportive role for development by streamlining the
processes under the Resource Management Act, particularly
consultation requirements, and being less restrictive in relation to
coastal development.

2.7

Specific issues that currently influence development are
availability of infrastructure services, community facilities,
provision of arterial roading and network utility costs.

3.

Developers’ Views on Future Urban Growth Locations

3.1

General Views of Development Community:
(a)

The market currently favours coastal areas for residential
development preferably with views and access to
ocean/harbour foreshore.

(b)

Some residential intensification in Tauranga and Mt
Maunganui is desirable, particularly with elevation (for
views) and good (sunny) aspect.

(c)

There is limited potential for further high–rise residential
development (i.e. greater than 4–5 storeys), mainly
Mt Maunganui along the “main beach” and also Tauranga
CBD.

(d)

Existing communities with good (existing and future)
transport linkages, infrastructure services and social
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amenities/facilities offer the best opportunities for growth.
Proximity to rail is viewed as a favourable attribute because
of the possibility of future urban passenger (heavy rail)
services being able to utilise the corridor.

3.2

(e)

“Grafting” growth north of Tauranga was an option suggested
by developers. This would allow for staged and affordable
expansion of infrastructure services (BethlehemÆTe
PunaÆOmokoroaÆPahoia), and the progressive
establishment of social infrastructure, amenities, services
and facilities as each growth “cell” develops the critical
population mass to support these. Such development could
better fit the “urban village” model than intensification in
existing developed areas e.g. Surfers’ Paradise style.

(f)

State Highway 2 Eastern Arterial (Te Puke Bypass) will be a
physical barrier and an appropriate zoning pattern may be
residential to the north of the highway (i.e. coastal area) and
business to the south.

Specific Locations for Residential Development:
(a)

For greenfield residential development, the most highly
preferred locations in the short–term are:
•
•
•
•

Papamoa,
Papamoa East,
Bethlehem,
Waihi Beach (mainly for holiday–makers).

The moderately attractive locations for greenfield residential
development are seen as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
(b)
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Ohauiti,
Pyes Pa,
Oropi,
Matapihi,
Te Puna,
Katikati,
Omokoroa.

For intensive residential development Tauranga CBD, Mt
Maunganui and Bayfair are currently seen as preferred
locations. Papamoa was acknowledged as also having
potential for low–rise intensification, particularly for
holiday–makers or retirement complexes.
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ABMS considers that the development community may be
overly conservative in this respect and that over the medium/
long–term timeframe that intensification may extend well
beyond these areas.
ABMS considers that developers viewed these options within
a relatively short timeframe (i.e. 5 years).
It is, therefore, particularly important that there be strong
alignment between the proposed areas for urban growth in
the SmartGrowth Strategy over the first ten years and the
perceptions of the development community about preferred
locations for growth.

3.3

Locations for Business Land:
Suggested locations were:

3.4

(a)

Te Puke/Maketu/Rangiuru/Paengaroa – the support for this
location may have been influenced by the views of Priority
One that it should be the site of a proposed business park.
These views were receiving some exposure in the media at
the time of our consultation.

(b)

Southern Papamoa – this latter location is the area to the
south of the proposed eastern arterial which would form a
physical barrier between the land for business and the
proposed residential land on the northern side of the arterial.
This location would have good access to transport facilities
(both road and rail).

Tauranga Airport:
ABMS canvassed developers’ views on the suggested
establishment of a Regional Airport at Paengaroa which would
allow for the redevelopment of the site of the existing Tauranga
Airport. Opinions amongst the development community were
effectively polarised.
We are unable to reconcile the widely divergent viewpoints
without significantly more research and analysis.
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Retirement Housing:
Developers consider that the market demand would be strongly
influenced by the baby “boom” generation who are reaching
retirement age between 2005 and 2015. The demand would
usually be met by way of “retirement villages”, but there would be
a reasonable proportion who would want independence and prefer
detached housing on small sites or inner–city apartments (i.e.
intensified development).
Retirement housing requires good transport infrastructure to
provide access to health facilities, hospitals and amenities.

3.6

Marina/Canal Development:
Some members of the development community consider there is
some potential for marina or canal developments. There are a
wide range of constraints in relation to these.
ABMS concluded that while there will be a limited market for
marina or canal developments, they are unlikely to warrant
representing a significant element of a sustainable urban growth
strategy.

4.

Literature Review
In undertaking a review of relevant literature, ABMS has
considered appropriate material from the following segments:
• international,
• New Zealand,
• Western Bay of Plenty Sub–region, and
• the SmartGrowth Project.
Over the next 50 years “new” cities will increase in number and
will largely supplant current planning models. The “urban village”
is likely to be a predominant form of the future based on
decentralised nodes. This model is increasingly popular because of
the quality of the environment and amenity values which it
provides.
This is not to suggest that the current “auto–city” approach to
planning will disappear in the short–term. In the medium/long–
term this pattern will decline and other more sustainable and
community focussed forms of urban planning will develop. In the
short/medium–term these changing paradigms will present a
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significant challenge for the Western Bay of Plenty Sub–region.
Current community thinking is largely focussed on the “auto–city”.
5.

Costs of Urban Development

5.1

For greenfield development (both residential and business)
developers did not consider that the traditional rule–of–thumb of
“third/third/third” was generally applicable.
Developers suggested that while development costs had stayed in
the vicinity of 33%, developer’s overheads and margin overheads,
including planning, had increased to 40–55% of the total sales
revenue.

5.2

In terms of return on investment, greenfield development is to be
preferred by any investor. The return for intensive multi–storey
development is significantly less (approximately half that for
greenfield), but with generally higher risks.
The higher rate of return on greenfield development may be a
relevant factor influencing the preferences of the development
community.

5.3

Appendix C2 summarises the indicative sale price range of a
medium–sized, non–subdividable greenfield section.
The conclusions that may be drawn from this data are:

2

(a)

Section prices in (central) Tauranga are comparatively higher
than other localities for similar quality sites.

(b)

Excellent sites at Mt Maunganui will draw the highest prices.

(c)

Excellent sites at Tauranga, Papamoa, Omokoroa and Waihi
Beach will also command high prices.

(d)

Tauranga sites show significant variation in sale price
depending on site quality.

ABMS acknowledges the assistance of Garth Laing (Registered Valuer) of Property
Solutions (BOP) Ltd and Willie Vermeulen (Sales Agent) of Harcourts, Tauranga with
the development of these tables.
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Poor, average and very good sites at all other locations do not
show major variations according to site quality.

We have carried out “back” calculations using the market price of
raw land, to determine the developers’ overhead and margins. In
this analysis, in almost all localities will provide a developer with
significantly better return than 20% on total outlay.
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SMARTGROWTH
DEVELOPMENT INDUSTRY PERCEPTIONS

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

1.1.1

The Western Bay of Plenty Sub–region3 has experienced
substantial population growth and rapid development since the
1950’s when the population was less than 10,000 persons.

1.1.2

Current population projections suggest that by 2050 the
Sub-region’s population is likely to be 273,000 – 316,600. The
Sub–region’s local authorities, EBOP and local Tangata Whenua
have agreed that it is important to address growth and plan for the
next 20–50 years to ensure a co-ordinated management strategy
which will achieve sustainable development.

1.1.3

“SmartGrowth” is the name applied to the Project which will see
the development of that Strategy.

1.2

SmartGrowth Project

1.2.1

SmartGrowth is a strategy to sustainably manage future growth in
the Western Bay of Plenty Sub–region.

1.2.2

The SmartGrowth Project Team engaged Alan Bickers
Management Services (ABMS)4 to undertake a Study into the
Development Industry’s Perceptions concerning the goals of the
Strategy.

Generally regarded as the area comprising the Tauranga and Western Bay of Plenty
Districts forming part of Bay of Plenty Region.
4 ABMS acknowledges the valuable assistance of Synergine Strategic Ltd in the research
contained in this Report.
3
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1.3

Project Brief

1.3.1

The expected deliverable of the Project is “a paper on the urban
development industry’s perception of the key drivers behind the
future growth and development in the subregion”.

1.3.2

The expected output will be “a credible knowledge of how the
development community thinks in order to reduce risks by aligning
the strategy with market perceptions”.

1.3.3

The specific scope of the research required by the Project Brief is
as follows:

1.3.4

•

Outline the development industry’s perceptions of future
urban growth management issues and responses in the
Western Bay of Plenty context.

•

Draw on experiences of other New Zealand cities,
particularly with residential intensification, and business
land supply, and the lessons that can be learnt and
applied in the Western Bay of Plenty context.

•

Outline the key land economic/financial viability and
locational factors that the development industry believes
should/will influence a Sub–regional growth strategy in
the Western Bay of Plenty – for both residential and
business land.

Specific elements of the Project included in the Project Brief are:
(a)

Literature review of contemporary international and
New Zealand experience relevant to the development of a
sustainable urban growth strategy.

(b)

Identification of the “development community’s” perceptions/
views of current key drivers of residential development in the
Sub–region.

(c)

Identification of the development community’s views in
regard to future market opportunities/constraints for
promoting greenfield and residential intensification forms of
development in various locations within the Sub–region.

(d)

Provision of indicative development cost factors to enable
locational comparisons to be made.
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1.4

Project Methodology

1.4.1

The methodology adopted by ABMS for the Project is depicted in
the following process diagram:
Literature Review

Review of recent local
authority experience

Interviews with
leading urban consultants

Working Paper

Model for Industry Interviews

Test Model with 3-4 Interviews and
revise as required

Tauranga-based Industry
Interviews

Land Developers

Property Developers

Consultants *

Real Estate Agents

Valuers

Consolidate Output into
Preliminary Conclusions

Development Industry
Workshop to validate findings

Review findings and prepare
final report

Present Final Report

1.4.2

ABMS has carried out the following tasks:
(a)

Undertaken a search of contemporary international and
New Zealand literature relevant to the development of a
sustainable urban growth strategy (refer Appendix B).

(b)

Reviewed the recent experience of other New Zealand local
authorities.

(c)

Carried out interviews with more than 40 persons who are
leading urban consultants in New Zealand, or members of the
development industry in Tauranga (refer Appendix A).
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(d)

Consolidated the outputs of these interviews into a set of
preliminary conclusions which were presented to a
Development Industry Workshop held in Tauranga. The
Workshop was attended by some 40 people to seek feedback
on the preliminary conclusions and to validate perceptions
about preferred directions for a sustainable growth strategy
for the Western Bay of Plenty Sub–region.

(e)

Submitted the draft of this Report for review by the
SmartGrowth Project Team.

(f)

Finalised the overall conclusions into this Report.

Content of Report
Section 2 summarises the development community’s opinions
about the current drivers of development and the role of Central
and Local Government in relation to these.
Section 3 sets out the development community’s views concerning
specific locations identified as possible options for future urban
growth, both residential and business.
This section also summarises the development community’s views
in relation to Tauranga Airport, Retirement Housing and Marina/
Canal developments.
Section 4 of this Report summarises the outputs of the literature
search.
Section 5 discusses the costs of urban development and the range
of greenfield land costs likely to be sustainable under the present
market conditions.
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2. DEVELOPERS’ PERCEPTIONS OF KEY DRIVERS

2.1

Project Brief

2.1.1

The Project brief required ABMS to identify the “development
community’s” perceptions/views of current key land economic
drivers of residential development in the Sub–region, both
“greenfield”5 and intensification6.

2.1.2

In eliciting the views of the development community we have
summarised the consensus under the following headings:
•
•

current drivers of development, and
role of Central and Local Government in relation to these.

2.1.3

The consensus was developed from the interviews we conducted
and validated at the Development Industry Workshop held in
Tauranga (refer 1.4.2).

2.2

Current Drivers of Development

2.2.1

There is a wide diversity of opinion within the “development
community” which makes identification of any consensus difficult.

“Greenfield” development refers to the subdivision of vacant, generally pasture land into
lots for low density, detached, one or two storey housing development.
6 Hill Young–Cooper Ltd (refer B3.3) defined “intensification” as meaning townhouse,
terrace and low–rise apartment styles of development. Typical density of 1 unit per
250-1002m2.
5
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This is combined with a “healthy” self interest which results in a
reluctance to share the results of individual research. In this
regard some who attended the Industry Workshop were less
motivated by a desire to contribute to the development of the
SmartGrowth Strategy than their desire to gain advance
information to assist them to identify future business
opportunities and, perhaps, gain some competitive advantage i.e.
“corner the market”.
2.2.2

The perception of most of those consulted in the development
community was that the following are the significant issues and
main drivers of urban development in Western Bay of Plenty
Sub-region at the present time:
(a)

The inherent attractiveness of the Western Bay of Plenty
Sub–region and the lifestyle opportunities which it offers.
Specific aspects of this are the climate, natural beauty, aspect
and views, accessibility to beaches, ocean and harbour. Many
people move to Western Bay of Plenty to improve their
quality of life (social, economic, environmental and cultural).

(b)

As a consequence of (a) there is perceived to be an increasing
retired population who are elderly and generally “asset rich”.
This sector of the population is not, however, generally
“income rich” or productive and despite being relatively
wealthy does not invest in the local economy, particularly in
high–risk ventures.

(c)

There is continuing interest for rural–residential (lifestyle)
development or small farms.

(d)

Rural–based activities such as horticulture and floriculture
continue to be popular with inefficient dairy units being
converted to such purposes. Support services for these
industries e.g. packhouses, are expanding but some
rationalisation of these facilities is also occurring.

(e)

There is perceived to be an increasing proportion of self–
employed people in the Sub–region, many of whom are
expatriate New Zealanders returning, and some of whom are
high net–worth individuals who are building “significant”
homes. Many of these continue to be active in national and
international business using the internet and other
technological advances.
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(f)

It was considered by many that the Sub–region was not
retaining sufficient of 18–30 year old group who leave for
tertiary education, work experience or travel.

(g)

Other than the Port and the building industry, there is little
by way of large–scale industry.

(h)

Tourism is not considered to be a major industry for the
Western Bay of Plenty, although many feel it should be.

(i)

The general perception of the development community was
that the market for intensification was quite limited at
present, around 10%. (Hill Young–Cooper’s report confirms
this – refer B3.3).

These perceptions of the development community are not all
necessarily factually correct e.g. demographic changes, and ABMS
was somewhat surprised at the low level of accurate information
the members of the sector had and the minimal extent of research
which they undertake.
2.2.3

Location is perceived to be the important attribute which makes
an area or a site attractive to developers and ultimately the
market. Location in relation to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

aspect,
views,
access to work opportunities,
access to the ocean/harbour,
availability of infrastructure i.e. services, transport and
facilities,
mobility (ease of travel),
quality of the environment.

Developers agree, as would be expected, that the economics of
developing any site must be viable i.e. there must be adequate
return on investment for the risk involved, regardless of the type of
development. Influential elements of development cost are the
price of raw land and the cost of development (including costs of
compliance). In this latter regard, some developers cite the local
authority financial contributions7 (under the Resource

7

Locally referred to as “development impact fees” (DIFs) levied under s.108 of the
Resource Management Act 1991.
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Management Act) as a potential impediment to economic viability
of some sites. This view is predominantly held by the “home
builders” rather than subdividers and builders engaged in
intensive development.
The more commonly accepted impediments to development are
seen as unrealistically high raw land prices, complex land
ownership patterns (including communally–owned Maori land),
complex zoning provisions and land below Moturiki datum (i.e.
lower than the minimum allowable building platform).
Surprising to ABMS, the extent of the coastal hazard zone is not
generally seen by the development community as presenting a
serious impediment. This seems somewhat anomalous to us, given
the preference for coastal development and the potential effect of
the coastal hazard zone in reducing the amount of coastal land
available for development in areas east of Mt Maunganui.
Notwithstanding developers wanted to see local authorities apply a
clear and consistent approach to the limit of the coastal hazard
zone.
2.3

Role of Central and Local Government

2.3.1

Territorial Authorities (Tauranga and Western Bay of Plenty
District Councils)
(a)

This sector is the subject of the most strongly held views of
the development community. While many of the perceptions
are somewhat negative, there was also strong support for the
performance of territorial authorities in some areas with an
encouragement for them to be more pro–active in a range of
initiatives.
Developers want their elected members (councillors) and the
council organisations to be more supportive of development in
general. In the view of ABMS, some members of the
development community appear to have a somewhat
unbalanced view of the local authorities’ roles and
responsibilities, particularly their obligatory regulatory
functions.
Developers want the territorial authorities to provide greater
certainty and consistency in regard to regulatory
requirements, greater transparency of territorial authority
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fees and provide “no surprises”. They want territorial
authorities to accept responsibility for mistakes made by staff
and not repudiate undertakings given but rather stand by
them. Territorial authorities should think strategically,
invest to attract people and business e.g. facilitate
“adventurous” development of the Tauranga harbour
foreshore.
Many in the development community consider that the
emphasis of the work of territorial authorities should be more
on planning and policy analysis and less on regulation and
enforcement. Tauranga and Western Bay of Plenty District
Council should have greater consistency between their
policies. In particular, a clear and consistent approach to the
application of the coastal hazard zone was desirable.
Many members of the development community are concerned
with the alleged loss of knowledgeable, experienced and
highly skilled staff from the territorial authorities. It was felt
that too many young and inexperienced staff are making
critical decisions that affect development with little or no
understanding of the economic and commercial implications
of their actions. They consider that an “over–cautious”
approach has prevailed, with excessive reliance on legal
advice instead of that of experienced planning and
engineering practitioners. Developers feel that the
processing time for consents could be improved and that staff
should be able to make a few mistakes in order to learn.
Some developers consider that the territorial authorities,
particularly Tauranga District Council, could make greater
use of the experience and expertise of the private sector to
deliver civic projects through public/private partnerships
(PPP) and stick to the core business of local authorities of
policy development and regulation. Using the PPP approach
these developers consider that complex sites could be
transformed into creative solutions.
Developers desire a “can–do” approach to development from
the territorial authorities, a market–driven approach to
development zoning and consistent application of rules.
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Developers consider that ready access to infrastructure
services8 is essential for the development of low–cost housing.
For more expensive developments this is not always true.
Generally, the lack of adequate stormwater disposal in some
areas is a current concern for some developers who consider
that this infrastructure service needs significant investment.
Territorial authorities should allow developers to trial
innovation, such as in the disposal of stormwater.
It is also considered that smaller coastal developments in the
Western Bay of Plenty District are not reaching their
potential because of the lack of infrastructure services. Some
in the development community are concerned about the risk
of pollution to the harbour from septic tank effluent. They
see sewerage reticulation and sustainable sewage treatment
and disposal as essential pre–requisites to further coastal
edge development. Many in the development community
strongly advocate the opening up of more coastal areas for
development, hence the concern with the Coastal Policy
Statement (refer 2.3.3).

(c)

Many in the development community consider that Tauranga
needs to urgently invest in key community amenities and
social facilities. These include:
•
•
•
•

arts and culture,
university campus,
swimming pools,
passive recreation opportunities.

They consider that there could be a reduced emphasis on
parks and sports facilities.
(d)

8

Arterial roading is regarded by most as the highest priority to
ensure regional development, because of current traffic
congestion in Tauranga. State highway routes over the
Kaimais, Tauranga to Te Puke and Tauranga to Katikati
were also seen as vital transport infrastructure projects to be
addressed.

In the context of this report the term “infrastructure services” refers to services
provided by territorial authorities such as roading, water supply, sewerage and
stormwater drainage.
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Some considered that future urban development areas should
be clustered around the main transport corridors, both road
and rail. The long–term possibility of heavy rail for public
transport was considered by some, as an option that should
not be foreclosed.
(e)

2.3.2

Several developers and consultants were concerned about the
lack of price regulation governing electricity,
telecommunications and gas network services and that the
companies managing these utilities were increasing charges
without justification. They considered that these network
companies saw developers as a “soft touch”.

Regional Council (Environment BOP)
Many developers view Environment BOP (EBOP) as a “hardcore,
green” regulator and, consequently, difficult to engage with and
which views all developers with inherent suspicion.
EBOP is perceived to have high staff turnover by some developers
with the consequence that there are changing staff, many of whom
are allegedly learning the job, fear of making errors, little exercise
of discretion and the result is increasing costs of applications and
compliance. Some felt that the processing of resource consents
could be improved.
Some developers view with concern EBOP’s financial contribution
policy for “mitigation of effects”. They accept that it is not applied
often but consider that its potential impact could be negative.
The impact of EBOP’s “Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines
for Land Disturbing Activities” (Guidelines 2001/03) is perceived
by some land developers and consultants as unnecessarily
restrictive. They consider that a “one size fits all” approach is
unnecessary and that more flexibility should be permitted having
regard to topography, geology and weather which would permit
relaxation of the ban on earthworks from May to September.
It is also considered EBOP could provide greater assistance in
regard to water extraction consents which might facilitate building
on remote sites.
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Central Government
Much of the criticism of the development community focussed on
the Resource Management Act (RMA) with suggestions that
project development is, at times, paralysed by the extensive, time–
consuming, costly and frequently irrelevant consultation
requirements. This includes consultation with Maori where some
developers consider there is unnecessarily high risk associated
with the objections of “dissident” groups holding opposing views to
those of the recognised iwi.
The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement9 is seen as too
restrictive by many developers who consider that it needs
modification to be more supportive of coastal development.
Some developers see the policy of Housing New Zealand of “pepper
potting” subsidised rental properties in very desirable areas as
having a potentially negative impact on property values. This is
not a widely–held view as others considered that dispersing the
rental stock about the area was to be preferred to concentration.
Overall, the development community considers that Central
Government can play an important supportive role by
streamlining the processes under the RMA and being less
restrictive in regard to coastal development. Coastal development
is seen as the market preference by many in the development
community.

2.4

Summary of Developers’ Perceptions

2.4.1

Current drivers of development in the Sub–region are perceived by
the development community as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

9

the attractiveness of the area and lifestyle,
retirement sector,
rural–residential opportunities,
rural–based activity,
increasing numbers of self–employed people taking
advantage of modern technology,
expatriate New Zealanders returning home.

“New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement” (1994), Department of Conservation,
ISBN: 0-478–01589–S.
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Developers consider that location of a site in relation to aspect,
views, access to work opportunities, accessibility of the
ocean/harbour, infrastructure services, transport and facilities,
and the quality of the environment are intrinsic factors in making
a site attractive.
It was felt that the market for intensification was quite limited at
the present time.
Nevertheless, the economics of development must allow for an
adequate return on investment and realistic land prices and
affordable development costs (including local authority compliance
costs) can contribute positively to overall project viability.

2.4.3

The territorial authorities, Tauranga and Western Bay of Plenty
District Councils are urged by developers to be more “pro–
development”. Specific issues relate to greater consistency and
certainty, timely decisions, “no surprises”, and greater
transparency of fees. Staff turnover and capability within
territorial authorities were also concerns for developers.

2.4.4

In relation to the regional council, Environment BOP, many
developers consider it to be an environmental regulator which
views all developers with inherent suspicion. Specific concerns
relate to staff turnover and capability, financial contributions,
regulation of earthworks and water extraction.

2.4.5

Central Government can play an important supportive role for
development by streamlining the processes under the Resource
Management Act, particularly consultation requirements, and
being less restrictive in relation to coastal development.

2.4.6

Specific issues that currently influence development are
availability of infrastructure services, community facilities,
provision of arterial roading and network utility costs.
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3. DEVELOPERS’ VIEWS ON FUTURE
URBAN GROWTH LOCATIONS

3.1

Project Brief

3.1.1

The Project Brief required ABMS to canvass the views of the
development community in regard to future market
opportunities/constraints for promoting greenfield and residential
intensification forms of development in the Sub–region.

3.1.2

We were specifically asked to elicit views on the “attractiveness” of
the following locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.1.3

Waihi Beach (greenfield and intensification),
Katikati (greenfield and intensification),
Omokoroa (greenfield and intensification),
Te Puke (greenfield and intensification),
Tauranga CBD and environs (intensification),
Bayfair (intensification),
Greerton (intensification),
Papamoa (intensification),
Other areas (Western Bay of Plenty District), and
Other areas (Tauranga District).

ABMS considers that developers viewed these options within a
relatively short timeframe (i.e. 5 years). It was observed by some
that the longer timeframe of the SmartGrowth Strategy
(20-50 years) is likely to mean that locations currently not
considered attractive may become viable development
opportunities with the transparence of time. The example of
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Papamoa was cited, given that 25 years ago it was essentially
limited to holiday “baches” or low–cost housing, while today it is
generally regarded as a very attractive location for residential
development.
ABMS concludes from this that it is, therefore, particularly
important that there be strong alignment between the proposed
areas for urban growth in the SmartGrowth Strategy over the first
ten years and the perceptions of the development community about
preferred locations for growth. After the first ten years, there is
greater potential for the Strategy to “lead” the identification of
preferred locations.
3.2

Overview

3.2.1

The development community perceives the main options available
to the local authorities for an urban growth strategy as:
(a)

Establish an “urban fence” which limits the extent of urban
development possibly in a “Noosa”10 style city with limited
height of, say, 4–5 stories or alternatively intensive high–rise
development in the Tauranga and Mt Maunganui central
business districts, or

(b)

Allow low density urban development to sprawl and zone
more residential A land in the hinterland.
Clearly, there could be combinations of these two approaches.

3.2.2

ABMS observes that these views of the development community
reflect the traditional approaches to urban planning as we have
seen them over the last quarter century. They reflect the
“auto-city” philosophy referred to in section 4 and Appendix B of
this Report and not the “new-urban” paradigm that is now
developing in other countries.
This situation is not altogether surprising because the
development community is heavily “market driven” and
New Zealanders have been slower than other western countries to
adapt to new forms of settlement and urban living11. While the

10
11

A municipality on the “Sunshine Coast” of south–east Queensland, north of Brisbane.
Refer 2.4.3 Hill Young–Cooper’s report on “Residential Intensification” (May 2002).
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“pavlova, quarter–acre paradise” paradigm may have been
supplanted by smaller sections, we have been comparatively slow
to respond positively to intensification, although there is a clear
trend now evident. The influx of ex–patriate New Zealanders may
well have some influence on living style and forms of development
in the future.
Developers, therefore, have a relatively short–timeframe in which
they considered possible future locations. Most will follow market
trends because of the high risks associated with leading it.
3.2.3

While the market is clearly focussed on greenfield coastal
development for residential development with limited
intensification in Tauranga and Mt Maunganui, many developers
saw the need for a variety of opportunities, both coastal and
inland.
The more innovative raised interesting possibilities of (new)
pioneering leasehold arrangements to facilitate the utilisation of
Maori land. Some saw Matakana Island as an exciting possibility
in the future (with or without a land bridge) and a canal
development has been proposed by one developer.
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3.3

Specific Areas

3.3.1

Tauranga CBD and Environs (Intensification)

Views about the future potential of this area were that the CBD
retail sector was under threat from suburban shopping malls, but
the CBD and its environs (the “lower Avenues”) was clearly an
option for future residential intensification.
Infrastructure was existing but little was known about its
capability to meet the demands of intensification. Amenities were
available and the vibrancy of the CBD would be enhanced.
Possible downstream effects of intensification would be
conservation of horticultural land and less traffic on arterial roads.
Notwithstanding these positive matters, it was noted that there is
still only a limited market for intensive residential development.
This demand may increase as a result of the preferences of the
retired sector of the community (see later) for inner–city
apartment living and the increasing number of households
consisting of single persons or “dinks”12 who want compact housing
located in the central city. Some architectural “master–planning”
was seen as desirable in the Tauranga CBD and there are
constraints to redevelopment of land because of the historical
pattern of development.

12

“Dual income, no kids” a two person, generally professional household.
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Mt Maunganui (Intensification)

Developers consider that there is clearly potential for residential
intensification and that the area has been traditionally popular for
holiday–makers. This has resulted in some intensive
developments being targetted at this market as distinct from
permanent residences.
There is potential for economies of scale for provision of
infrastructure and most of the infrastructure is in place. There
was, however, some concern with the adequacy of existing
infrastructure.
The location is close to the beaches, ocean and harbour and a range
of amenities. Some saw the area as a potential “Surfers’
Paradise”13.
Negative views related to the continuation of “high–rise”14
development (like Surfers’ Paradise), the lack of parking,
overpricing of land suitable for redevelopment and constraints of
existing development. There is a view that “high–rise” should be
restricted to the extent of the “main beach”.

Situated on the “Gold Coast” of south–east Queensland, well known for high–rise
apartment buildings along the beach front.
14 Greater than five storeys.
13
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Bayfair (Intensification)

This was also considered a reasonably good location for residential
intensification, because of its proximity to the beach and main
transport routes. The large shopping mall provides a wide range
of services and some amenities and facilities are available.
Others think that access to social amenities is not good and that
the area is quite “full” already. There may be resistance to further
intensification. The area is too busy (heavy traffic) and, in the
view of some, boring.
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Papamoa (Intensification)

Generally, the development community views this as an area for
greenfield residential development, rather than intensification.
Nevertheless, some limited intensification is considered
acceptable, such as retirement villages or holiday complexes.
It is noted that the land is currently appropriately zoned and there
are a small number of existing land owners to deal with. The
location provides good access to the beach and future “eastern
arterial” highway (Te Puke Bypass).
Some developers, however, see the location as too remote from
social facilities, too flat and featureless and existing development
as unnecessarily “uniform”.
The progressive development of facilities is, in the opinion of
ABMS, likely to occur over time. We note the efforts of Tauranga
District Council to establish reserves and community facilities in
this area. A shopping mall exists and has potential for expansion.
There is also a secondary school proposed for the area and
suggestions from the Bay of Plenty District Health Board that this
is a possible site for a Regional Hospital.
The developers’ views are, in our opinion, heavily influenced by the
present with limited vision of the possible future of this location
over a medium/long–term timeframe.
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Greerton (Intensification)
This area is not viewed as an attractive location in the short–term
for residential intensification. Some developers considered that in
the medium term it could become attractive for redevelopment as
the existing housing stock aged. It was noted that there was
already extensive infill housing in this location.
The retail area is seen as having the “village–feel” that would
make the location attractive in the future, but additional amenities
and services would be required locally. It is considered that the
construction of Route K expressway may have a positive effect and
alleviate existing traffic congestion.
Nevertheless, the location is currently perceived as somewhat “on
a limb” in relation to some social amenities.
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Te Puke (Greenfield and Intensification)
The development community does not currently view Te Puke as
the “fashionable” location for either greenfield residential
development or intensification at the present time. There is a
feeling that the town has “stagnated” and when bypassed by the
eastern arterial (State Highway 2) it will become even less
attractive. Negative social issues, including an allegedly high
crime rate, are cited as factors why developers are less interested.
Nevertheless, Te Puke has many of the attributes that developers
see as desirable in a location:
•
•
•
•
•
•

existing infrastructure services,
good road and rail access,
some elevated land,
available capacity to grow,
proximity to Tauranga and Rotorua,
mature social infrastructure.

Land prices are, however, considered to be unrealistically high and
the town is somewhat remote from the beaches.
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Omokoroa (Greenfield and Intensification)
The development community is moderately supportive of
Omokoroa as a location for greenfield residential development but
less so for intensification. The site is reasonably close to
Tauranga, with good rail and road access – noting that State
Highway 2 is planned for improvement in the medium term. The
area has a good aspect and access to the harbour. There is
reticulated water supply, but no sewerage and this is seen as a
current impediment to development.
The development community currently perceives that local
residents oppose further development and provision of sewerage.
Other problems cited include:
•
•
•
•
•

dangerous intersection with State Highway 2,
geographical restrictions on growth,
not close to beaches,
impact of Coastal Policy Statement,
lack of social infrastructure.

One view expressed by some developers is that there should be
progressive urban expansion in a northerly direction through
“grafting” on to existing developed areas i.e. BethlehemÆTe
PunaÆ OmokoroaÆPahoia. This would allow for economically
viable extension of infrastructure services, particularly sewerage
and progressive development of social amenities and services as
each growth cell became able to support these.
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Katikati (Greenfield and Intensification)
The development community is moderately enthusiastic about the
potential of Katikati for greenfield residential development, but
less so about intensification.
The retail area is seen as having an attractive “village–feel” which
will be enhanced when the State Highway bypass is constructed.
There is good road access and existing infrastructure services. The
location is seen as having good growth potential for “lifestylers”
but there are limited social amenities.
Negative perceptions include an allegedly high crime rate, the high
through traffic volume and the lack of relationship with the water,
(although ABMS would question the validity of this view, given
that Tauranga harbour is two kilometres from State Highway 2/
Beach Rd intersection).
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Waihi Beach (Greenfield and Intensification)
This location is highly regarded for its greenfield residential
development potential, but not for intensification, except possibly
retirement villages.
It is currently perceived as a location for holiday makers, with
excellent ocean access (and close proximity to the harbour), good
views and aspect and a generally quiet atmosphere.
The recent construction of a sewerage scheme is seen as a very
positive catalyst for development. Other infrastructure services
are seen as needing upgrading.
The lack of social infrastructure is seen as a current disadvantage
of the location.
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3.3.10 Other Areas (Tauranga District)

The current views of the development community towards other
possible locations within Tauranga District for residential
development are:
(a)

Welcome Bay – good harbour views, developing social
infrastructure, close to City, but poor transport linkage.
Historical developments may have stigmatized the area and
in some parts development may have reached the
topographical limit.

(b)

Bethlehem – good infrastructure services, but construction of
State Highway bypass (northern arterial) needed.

(c)

Ohauiti – reasonable proximity to City, available land,
beautiful viewlines.

(d)

Pyes Pa – somewhat remote but good future access to City via
Route K, land available, some good viewlines, good direct
access to Rotorua.

(e)

Oropi – reasonable proximity to City, land available, good
viewlines, may be preferable as rural–residential (lifestyle)
development.

(f)

Matapihi – north facing, but poor access, Maori–owned land.
Has good potential for greenfield development if these issues
can be resolved.
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3.3.11 Other Areas (Western Bay of Plenty District)

Current perceptions about other areas in the Western Bay of
Plenty District are:
(a)

Te Puna – untapped potential hampered by lack of sewerage,
Maori ownership of land, poor transport linkage. Excellent
harbour views in places, currently treated as rural–
residential but has potential for greenfield development if
“grafted” northwards from Bethlehem.

(b)

Pahoia – long–term possibility “grafting” on to Omokoroa.
Excellent views and aspect.

(c)

Maketu – coastal limited by lack of infrastructure and Maori
land ownership. Not currently favoured.

(d)

Pukehina – no services, near beach, road and rail access,
constrained by topography. Not currently favoured.
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3.3.12 Summary of Developers’ Views about Locations
General Views of Development Community
(a)

The market currently favours coastal areas for residential
development preferably with views and access to
ocean/harbour foreshore.

(b)

Some residential intensification in Tauranga and Mt
Maunganui is desirable, particularly with elevation (for
views) and good (sunny) aspect.

(c)

There is limited potential for further high–rise residential
development (i.e. greater than 4–5 storeys), mainly
Mt Maunganui along the “main beach” and also Tauranga
CBD.

(d)

Existing communities with good (existing and future)
transport linkages, infrastructure services and social
amenities/facilities offer the best opportunities for growth.
Proximity to rail is viewed as a favourable attribute because
of the possibility of future urban passenger (heavy rail)
services being able to utilise the corridor.

(e)

“Grafting” growth north of Tauranga was an option suggested
by developers. This would allow for staged and affordable
expansion of infrastructure services (BethlehemÆTe
PunaÆOmokoroaÆPahoia), and the progressive
establishment of social infrastructure, amenities, services
and facilities as each growth “cell” develops the critical
population mass to support these. Such development could
better fit the “urban village” model than intensification in
existing developed areas e.g. Surfers’ Paradise style.

(f)

State Highway 2 Eastern Arterial (Te Puke Bypass) will be a
physical barrier and an appropriate zoning pattern may be
residential to the north (i.e. coastal area of the highway and
business to the south).

Specific Locations for Residential Development
(g)

For greenfield residential development, the most highly
preferred locations in the short–term are:
•
•
•
•
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The moderately attractive locations for greenfield residential
development are seen as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
(h)

Welcome Bay,
Ohauiti,
Pyes Pa,
Oropi,
Matapihi,
Te Puna,
Katikati,
Omokoroa.

For intensive residential development Tauranga CBD, Mt
Maunganui and Bayfair are currently seen as preferred
locations. Papamoa was acknowledged as also having
potential for low–rise intensification, particularly for
holiday–makers or retirement complexes.
ABMS considers that the development community, with its
relatively short–term thinking, may be overly conservative in
its view concerning intensification. This may be influenced
by the higher rate of return on investment associated with
greenfield development (see later).
We agree with Hill Young–Coopers’ views that intensification
may, over time, extend beyond the main focus of
Mt Maunganui and Tauranga CBD and environs (refer B3.3).
It is interesting to note that the current rate of intensification
(suggested at 10% by Hill Young–Cooper) is substantially less
than that reported by Hamilton City Council, viz 35–40%
(refer B2.6(d)).
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3.4

Locations for Business Land

3.4.1

Tauranga District Council’s “Strategic Directions” document (refer
B3.1(a)) states:
“Growing numbers of businesses also means an increasing demand
for land. Industrial land is in limited supply. There are currently
600 hectares of industrial land in the Tauranga and Western Bay
of Plenty Districts. A recent study showed that another 200
hectares will be needed before 2010. Major new employment
business zones are likely in the Western Bay of Plenty with some
available in Papamoa East.”

3.4.2

The development community understood the need for suitable
business land to be provided in the Sub–region. They were,
generally, aware of the proposals of Priority One15 to develop a
business park near Rangiuru/Paengaroa, and it is possible that
this had a degree of influence on their views. These were receiving
prominence in the media at the time of our consultation.

3.4.3

Suggested Locations were:

15

(a)

Te Puke/Maketu/Rangiuru/Paengaroa
The advantage of this location was that it was reasonably
flat, but not regarded as a favoured location for horticulture.
It has good road and rail access to the Port of Tauranga and
infrastructure services could be extended from Te Puke,
provided there was adequate capacity. Some saw the site as
too remote from Auckland and Hamilton.

(b)

Southern Papamoa
This is the area south of the proposed eastern arterial which
will be a physical barrier separating the area from the
beaches and coastal access. It was felt that as a result this
area has less inherent potential for residential development.
The location will provide very good access to both road and
rail transport. The geology of the area warrants further
investigation to ensure its suitability for construction of
building as there are significant areas of peat. There are also

“Priority One” is an incorporated society established by members of the Western Bay of
Plenty business community with the goal of developing the economy of the Sub–
region.
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ecologically sensitive areas which could represent constraints
to be managed.
Most importantly, there would be employment opportunities
created easily accessed by the population living in Papamoa,
Papamoa East, Te Puke and Bayfair. This would contribute
to an “integrated community”.
ABMS notes that this location can conform to the locational
criteria considered appropriate for business land
(refer B3.1(b)).
(c)

Other Areas
Kaituna – Cheap and accessible, but may have geotechnical
and/or ecological constraints.
Tauriko – has potential but limited by lack of sewerage.
Te Maunga – has potential as a “stopgap”.
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3.5

Tauranga Airport

3.5.1

ABMS canvassed developers’ views on the location of the Tauranga
Airport on the basis that its suggested relocation to Paengaroa as a
Regional Airport16 would provide a significant area of centrally
located land available for business use. This would not be
consistent with TDC’s “Strategic Directions” document (refer
B3.1(a)).
Opinions amongst the development community were effectively
polarised:
(a)

16

Some, mainly those who are regular air travellers, held the
view that the Airport should remain where it is and be
developed to provide better standard facilities. Supporting
reasons given were:
•

the Tauranga Airport Authority has recently spent
significant sums on upgrading the carparking and
extending the runway,

•

an inner–city airport is a valuable asset for travelling
business–people and imperative for a vibrant community,

•

the suggested site, Paengaroa, is too remote from the
centre of population and the additional travel to and from
the airport would deter business travellers other than to
southern destinations,

•

Rotorua Airport is a significant tourist destination and is
proposing to extend its runway by 200 metres – so it is
unlikely to close in favour of Paengaroa,

•

ideas of attracting significant international tourism
business to Tauranga are unrealistic,

•

an international airport would increase the biosecurity
risk to the Sub–regions agricultural industries.

A “Regional” Airport would replace the three local airports of Tauranga, Rotorua and
Whakatane.
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Others supported the idea of a new Regional Airport at
Paengaroa. This would have international travel facilities.
The reasons for this support were:
•

the liberated land in Tauranga would be available for
redevelopment for business use, which is in short supply
and would be strategically located in relation to the Port
of Tauranga and rail transport,

•

a Regional Airport would provide economies of scale and
be better able to support improved services,

•

inner–city airports are a potential noise problem,

•

an international airport would open up the Sub–region to
overseas tourism.

ABMS is not in a position to reconcile such widely divergent
viewpoints without significantly more research and analysis.
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3.6

Special Types of Development

3.6.1

Retirement Housing

Developers noted that provision of retirement housing, usually by
means of “retirement village” development, was supported by
population demographics, i.e. the impact of the post–war baby
“boom” generation reaching retirement age (2005–2015). This
would contribute to increased market demand to meet the needs of
this sector who were relatively affluent.
Nevertheless, the development community noted that a reasonable
proportion of this age group would want independence and would
have a preference for detached housing on small sites or inner–city
apartments and there would need to be adequate land zoned for
that purpose (i.e. intensified option).
The retirement housing market required good transport
infrastructure which would provide access to health facilities,
hospitals and amenities. One positive economic implication from
this is growth for the health and services sector, however, as has
been referred to earlier (2.2.2(b)) the retirement community does
not generally invest in the local economy.
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ABMS did not canvass demand for papakainga17 housing for the
elderly and this is a specialised sector that should be discussed
directly with local iwi and hapu.
3.6.2

Marina/Canal Developments
Some members of the development community consider that there
is some potential for canal developments of a type similar to those
on the Coromandel Peninsula at Whitianga and Pauanui, or
marinas such as at Gulf Harbour on the Whangaparoa Peninsula.
This market was regarded as limited to the wealthy.
There were a wide range of constraints cited by the development
community in relation to the practicability of such developments:

17

•

the shallow harbour unsuited, in many places, to marinas
or canal development,

•

the expensive resource consent process, particularly if
dredging or reclamation was required,

•

the land ownership of suitable sites,

•

the potential opposition of Maori to such developments
because of possible waahi tapu sites,

•

the constraints of the Coastal Policy Statement, and

•

the negative attitude of regulatory agencies and
environmental groups to such developments.

Housing for elderly Maori associated with a marae.
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A proposed canal development for Matakana Island has been
mooted by one developer in conjunction with local (Maori) land
owners.
ABMS has concluded that while there may be a limited market for
marinas or canal developments they are unlikely to warrant
representing a significant element of a sustainable urban growth
strategy in the Sub–region. Nevertheless, some provision should
be provided for these to be considered.
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4. LITERATURE REVIEW

4.1

General Scope
The requirements of the Project Brief include a review of relevant
literature to provide a greater understanding of the relationship
between land market perceptions and influences and future
growth strategies.
In undertaking a review of relevant literature, which is a
formidable task, ABMS has considered appropriate material from
the following segments:
• international,
• New Zealand,
• Western Bay of Plenty Sub–region, and
• the SmartGrowth Project.
The results of the literature search are contained in Appendix B of
this Report.

4.2

Summary of Literature Search

4.2.1

The search of international and New Zealand literature suggests
that Planners are embracing “new urban” concepts. This would
mean that over the next 50 years that these “new” cities will
increase in number and will largely supplant current planning
models and may have more in common with early forms of urban
development than the 20th century “auto–city”. The “urban
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village” is likely to be a predominant form of the future based on
decentralised nodes rather than the historical “metropolis”. This
model is increasingly popular because of the quality of the
environment and amenity values which it provides the vastly
improved methods of communicating and doing business through
the internet and the cost and time of commuter travel.
This is not to suggest that the “auto–city” approach to planning
will disappear in the short–term. Indeed, major cities, including
Auckland, are heavily focussed on the development of urban
motorways. Most authors suggest that in the medium/long–term
that this pattern will decline and other more sustainable and
community focussed forms of urban planning will develop.
4.2.2

In the short/medium–term these changing paradigms will present
a significant challenge for the Western Bay of Plenty Sub–region if
it is to develop a sustainable urban growth strategy. Current
community thinking is largely focussed on the “auto–city” with
commuter travel between residential nodes and a central business
district (CBD) in Tauranga.
Decentralised retail development has occurred and will continue to
do so with potential negative impact on some retail activity in the
CBD. Decentralised commercial and industrial activity based on a
nodal “urban village” model is a trend that international and New
Zealand literature suggests is supportive of sustainable urban
development. Canberra could be considered an example of “new
urban” thinking with four urban nodes supported by inter–nodal
transport linkage. Nevertheless, Canberra still focuses heavily on
motor vehicle movements between nodes.
Most leading authors would suggest that to reject the “new urban”
paradigm would result in future urban development which is likely
to be unappealing and potentially unsustainable.

4.2.3

Several local authorities in New Zealand have promoted a “Local
Agenda 21” within their communities. This has led to the setting
of social, economic and environmental goals (triple bottom line)
and strategies to support these. The provisions of the recently
enacted Local Government Act 2002 requires local authorities to
identify the social, economic, environmental and cultural outcomes
of communities and to develop strategies to deliver these.
Goals in relation to urban development generally reflect
aspirations for “liveable” communities which are economically
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sustainable and minimise adverse effects on the environment.
Significantly the concept of the “urban village” is also common of
sufficient critical mass to support mixed land use and a full range
of urban infrastructure and other services at an affordable cost.
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5. COSTS OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT

5.1

Project Brief
The Project Brief required ABMS to provide information on the
indicative development cost factors to enable locational
comparisons to be made for both residential and business land.

5.2

Capture of Information

5.2.1

In general, the development industry was particularly reluctant to
disclose specific details of development costs. They were only
prepared to discuss costs in general or percentage terms relative to
the sale price of sections.

5.2.2

For greenfield development (both residential and business)
developers did not consider that the traditional rule–of–thumb of
“third/third/third” was generally applicable. This rule is that the
components of the sale price of a section comprise one-third the
cost of the land, one–third the cost of development and one–third
the developer’s margin for management, overheads and profit.
Developers suggested that while development costs had stayed in
the vicinity of 33%, developer’s overheads and margin overheads,
including planning, had increased to 40–55% of the total sales
revenue. They suggested that this has meant that if they are to
obtain a reasonable return on investment (having regard to risk), a
proportionally lower land cost was required to offset the increased
overheads and margin. Given that the market regulates the sale
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price of sections they concluded that unrealistic prices for raw land
will inhibit development.
5.2.3

Bickers18 has previously identified the cost components of
greenfield residential development as comprising:
Land Cost

y

Site development
Local infrastructure services
(including network services)
Professional services
(engineering and surveying)
Trunk services (provided by
territorial authority)
Local authority charges

y
y
y
y
y
y
y

Planning (including consents)
Financial
Legal
Marketing
Overheads and Management
Risk allowance
Profit

y
y
Sale Price
of Greenfield
Section

Development
Costs

y
y

Overheads and
Developer's
Margin

COST COMPONENTS OF GREENFIELD DEVELOPMENT
5.3

Urban Development Costs
The following is ABMS’ summary of the cost components of urban
development as derived from our interviews with developers.

18

Bickers, Alan (1991); “Who calls the tune and will be Piper pay?”; Paper on Urban
Development Costs. NZ Planning Institute Conference, May 1991, Dunedin.
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Greenfield (both residential and business development):
Land cost
Site development excluding
local authority charges
Local authority charges
Planning
Marketing
Finance/legal/overheads/profit

5.3.2

30–35%
3–5%
5–7%
3–4%
30–35%

38–47%

Intensive Multi–storey Development:
Land cost
Site development/construction
Local authority charges
Planning
Marketing
Finance/legal/overheads/profit

5.3.3

15–25%

8–9%
70–75%
< 1%
3–4%
3–4%
15–20%

From the foregoing, it can be seen that in terms of return on
investment, greenfield development is to be preferred by any
investor. The return for intensive multi–storey development is
significantly less (approximately half that for greenfield), but with
generally higher risks in relation to:
•
•
•
•

obtaining necessary consents,
delays in project completion influencing finance costs,
certainty of construction costs having regard to risks,
response of the market, including securing advance sales.

On the basis of this information ABMS observes that it is possible
that the higher rate of return on greenfield development may be a
relevant factor influencing the preferences of the development
community which have been identified in Section 3 of this Report.
5.3.4

Information which ABMS obtained from land valuers suggested
that they considered that the cost components of greenfield
development were:
Land cost
Development cost
(including local authority charges)
Overheads and margin
(including financial (7%), legal 1%),
marketing (4%), overheads and
management (1%), risk and profit (15%))
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Comparison of the advice we received from land valuers, with that
of the developers, shows significant discrepancies. Developers
claim they are paying significantly more for land than they claim
is economic and suggest they are consequently receiving a lower
return for risk and profit 15–20%.
5.4

Site–Specific Section Costs

5.4.1

Appendix C19 summarises the indicative sale price range of a
medium–sized, non–subdividable greenfield section (500–800m2),
fully serviced (inclusive of GST).
These have been summarised in the following table:

$450,000

INDICATIVE SECTION PRICES (INCL GST)

$400,000

$350,000

$300,000
Very Poor
Poor
Average
Very Good
Exellent

$250,000

$200,000

$150,000

$100,000

$50,000

$Tauranga

Mt Maunganui/
Bayfair

Greerton/ Pyes
Pa

Papamoa

Omokoroa

Katikati

Waihi Beach

INDICATIVE SECTION PRICES

5.4.2 The conclusions that may be drawn from this data are:

19

(a)

Section prices in (central) Tauranga are comparatively higher
than other localities for similar quality sites.

(b)

Excellent sites at Mt Maunganui will draw the highest prices.

ABMS acknowledges the assistance of Garth Laing (Registered Valuer) of Property
Solutions (BOP) Ltd and Willie Vermeulen (Sales Agent) of Harcourts, Tauranga with
the development of these tables.
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(c)

Excellent sites at Tauranga, Papamoa, Omokoroa and Waihi
Beach will also command high prices.

(d)

Tauranga sites show significant variation in sale price
depending on site quality.

(e)

Poor, average and very good sites at all other locations do not
show major variations according to site quality.

Affordable Cost of Greenfield Land
On the basis of the information contained in the foregoing tables,
ABMS have derived the “affordable” cost of undeveloped land for
various locations within the Sub–region. This assumes greenfield
development of fully serviced non–subdividable lots of 600 – 800m2
average area. Yields of 10–12 lots per hectare have been assumed
and development costs of $300,000 – $400,000 per hectare.
We have compared the “affordable” price with the typical market
price for raw land sourced from Property Solutions (BOP) Ltd:
Affordable Land Cost
(Excl GST) per hectare

Market Price
(Excl GST) per hectare

Location

Poor
location
rating

Above
average
locating
rating

Poor
location
rating

Above
average
location
rating

Tauranga

$192,000

$445,000

$180,000

$350,000

Mt Maunganui*/Bayfair

$128,000

$222,000

$200,000

$350,000

$96,000

$200,000

$200,000

$300,000

Papamoa

$112,000

$445,000

$150,000

$280,000

Omokoroa

$128,000

$266,000

$220,000

$250,000

$80,000

$167,000

$80,000

$150,000

$128,000

$222,000

$80,000

$200,000

Greerton/Pyes Pa

Katikati
Waihi Beach
* Not waterfront

Clearly excellent development land (views, waterfront, close to
amenities) with no site complexities (good topography and
geological conditions) could justify land costs of up to 50% more
than the higher of those indicated (above).
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On the basis of the typical section prices indicated in Appendix C,
it would appear that the current market price of land is exceeding
what is theoretically “affordable”. In the popular locations the
“affordable” land cost, based on cost component 15–25% of the
sales price suggested by developers (refer 5.3.1) is less than the
current market price we have been advised by land valuers.
We have carried out “back” calculations using the market price of
raw land, known development costs and section sale prices to
determine the developers’ overhead and margins. In this analysis,
in almost all localities will provide a developer with significantly
better return than 20% on total outlay. The exception appears to
be Greerton/Pyes Pa where the market price of land is higher than
theoretically “affordable”. We understand this may be the result of
the recently constructed Aquinas College in the area. We would
expect section prices will now rise to meet the market price of land.
Clearly, the relationship between market price of raw land
suitable for development and section prices is self-regulating and
developers are receiving acceptable returns.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED
Doug Bennie, 3D Consultancy
Paul Bowker, H & H Projects
Peter Clark, Bayleys Real Estate
Graeme and Greg Clarke, Hawridge Developments
Bob Clarkson, Property Developer
Brian Darragh, Tides Reach
Rachel de Lambert, Boffa Miskell
Wayne Eaton, Eaton Developments Ltd
John Henderson and David Page, Page Henderson Architects
David Holland, Holland & Associates
Mike Horsley, Consulting Engineer
Mike Hughes, Shrimpton & Lipinski
Colin Kennedy, Martin McCaulay Morton
Garth Laing, Property Solutions
Graeme Lee, Grasshopper Properties
Phil Lipscombe, Colliers International
John Little, Ambienti Architecture and Design Ltd
Jim Lochhead, Carrus Corporation
Peter Lochhead, Lochhead Design
Graeme Nicholas, Property Compensation Specialists
Philip Palmer, Durham Property Investments Ltd
Sam Pepper, Landsdale Development Ltd
Rex Pollock, Todd & Pollock Builders
John Pope, Ray White Real Estate
Fraser Sanderson, Sanderson Group
Raewyn Scott, Eves Real Estate
Bob Thorne, Parklands Estate
Clive Tippens, MCR Developments
Brent Traill, Surveying Services
Willy Vermeullen, Harcourts
John Ward, John Ward & Associates
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APPENDIX B
LITERATURE SEARCH
B1

International Literature

B1.1

Sustainable Development
(a)

The goal of the SmartGrowth Project is:
“To develop and implement a strategy for sustainable
development of the Western Bay of Plenty Sub–region for the
period 2000–2050.”20

(b)

“Sustainable development” is a concept first articulated by
the World Commission on Environment and Development
(chaired by Gro Harlem Brundtland), in the following way:
“Sustainable development seeks to meet the needs and
aspirations of the present without compromising the ability to
meet those of the future.”21
The Commission considered that the concept of sustainable
development provides a framework for the integration of
environmental policies and development strategies. It
considered that the critical objectives for environmental and
development policies that follow from the concept of
sustainable development include:
“ • reviving growth;
• changing the quality of growth;
• meeting essential needs for jobs, food, energy, water, and
sanitation;
• ensuring a sustainable level of population;
• conserving and enhancing the resource base;
• reorienting technology and managing risk; and
• merging environment and economics in decision making.”
The Commission expressed concern about the costs of urban
“sprawl” in growing cities and the correlated loss of
productive agricultural land and traffic congestion:

Inception Report, (July 2001), Ken Tremaine Consulting Ltd, Auckland.
World Commission on Environment and Development, “Our Common Future”, (1987)
Oxford University Press.

20
21
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“The uncontrolled physical expansion of cities has also had
serious implications for urban environment and economy.
Uncontrolled development makes the provision of housing,
roads, water supply, sewers and public services prohibitively
expensive. Cities are often built on the most productive
agricultural land and unguided growth results in the
unnecessary loss of this land.”
ABMS considers this comment to be particularly relevant to
the issues of the Western Bay of Plenty Sub–region.
In the present and in the future truly sustainable
development must balance the ecological, social and economic
needs of a community. This is illustrated in the following
figure:
Economic Development

COMMUNITY
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

CONSERVATIONISM
Sustainable Development

Community Development
Imperatives:
• Increase local self-reliance
• Satisfy basic human needs
• Increase equity
• Guarantee participation and
accountability
• Use appropriate technology

Imperatives:
• Sustain economic growth
• Maximise private profit
• Expand markets
• Externalise costs

Ecological Development

COMMUNITY
ECOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT

Imperatives:
• Respect carrying capacity
• Conserve and recycle resources
• Reduce waste

CONCEPT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
There are always three distinct development processes
underway at the local level – economic development,
community development, and ecological development. Each
of these processes has its own distinct imperatives.
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“Caring for the Earth”22, a strategy for sustainable living,
identified the following key actions for the achievement of
sustainable development:
(i) Adopt and implement an ecological approach to human
settlement planning;
(ii) Develop more effective and representative local
governments, committed to caring for their
environments;
(iii) Develop an efficient and sustainable urban transport
policy; and
(iv) Make the city clean, green and efficient.
The specific strategies identified in “Caring for the Earth”
that should be considered by governments (central and local)
included the following:
“Communities need to adopt and implement an ecological
approach to human settlements planning to ensure explicit
embodiment of environmental concerns in the planning
process and thus promote sustainability. This will entail:
•

the planning and management of human settlements to
satisfy the physical, social and other needs of their
inhabitants on a sustainable basis by maintaining the
balance of the ecosystems of which the settlement is an
integral part,

•

harmonious combination of human–produced and natural
elements to provide the habitat within which urban
dwellers seek their well–being.”

“Local governments need to be able to:
•

provide essential infrastructure and services, especially
safe and efficient public transport, traffic management,
water supply, sewerage and solid waste collection and
disposal.”

“To give people the benefit of better transport management,
authorities should:

The World Conservation Union/United Nations Environment Programme/World Wide
Fund for Nature, “Caring for the Earth”, (1991) Gland, Switzerland.

22
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•

encourage a switch to public transport by providing swift,
safe, clean and efficient services based on what people
need,

•

when planning new urban regions, segregate pedestrian
areas, cycleways, and access for road freight delivery, and
try to cut distances between home and work,

•

avoid creating satellite cities and dormitory developments
that automatically increase the use of energy in transport.”

“City administrations should make municipal energy use
sustainable, and improve the quality of the air, water and
urban amenities.”
“Specifically city administrations should:

B1.2

•

reclaim derelict land within their borders, using it for
housing, public open space, food production or new
business development,

•

plan and create green spaces and green belts,

•

operate efficient waste water and sewage treatment
processes, purifying the water for re–use, and processing
sewage sludges for fertilizer.”

Agenda 21
The United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development, “the Earth Summit”, was held at Rio de Janeiro in
June 1992 and was attended by 180 nations. One of the main
outcomes of that Conference was “Agenda 21” which was a non–
legally binding agreement adopted by consensus.
(a)

Two of the Principles23 adopted are relevant to the
SmartGrowth Project:
“Principle 3
The right to development must be fulfilled so as to equitably
meet developmental and environmental needs of present and
future generations.

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, “The Rio Declaration”,
(1992) Rio de Janeiro.

23
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Principle 4
In order to achieve sustainable development, environmental
protection shall constitute an integral part of the development
process and cannot be considered in isolation from it.”
(b)

Critical to implementation of Agenda 21 is the development
of Sustainability Plans, or “Local Agenda 21” Plans, as
referred to in Agenda 21:
“Each local authority should enter into a dialogue with its
citizens, local organisations and private enterprises and adopt
a 'local' Agenda 21. Local Authorities should learn from
citizens and local, civic, community, business, and industrial
organisations the information needed for formulating the best
strategies. This process will also increase household
awareness of sustainable development issues.”

(c)

B1.3

The 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development, held
in Johannesburg, ratified the 1992 Earth Summit’s
Agenda 21 principles. Key outcomes of the 2002 conference
included:
•

the Summit reaffirmed sustainable development as a
central element of the international agenda and gave new
impetus to global action to fight poverty and protect the
environment.

•

the understanding of sustainable development was
broadened and strengthened as a result of the Summit,
particularly the important linkages between poverty, the
environment and the use of natural resources.

Trends in Urban Development
(a)

“Modernism” as a philosophy is dying, and its demise is
impacting every aspect of life in the last years of the
twentieth century and early years of the twenty-first.
The decline of modernism has led to the rise of
“postmodernism”, a movement that is defined mostly by what
it is not—it has no simple solutions. Postmodernism delights
in uncertainty; it thrives on the lack of absolutes. It is a
celebration of difference, but it is cynical about the future, it
suggests that progress is unlikely.
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Newman and Kenworthy24 report that many people now
share the postmodern feeling of uncertainty about the future,
and in urban matters they now see that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

high-rise steel-and-glass towers are inhuman,
low-density suburbs are monotonous sprawl with
environmental, energy, and social problems,
the car is the biggest polluter on the planet,
the highway is a symbol of monolithic modernism,
regulations are stifling architecture and urban creativity,
and
infrastructure provision is shrouded in uncertainty, often
being inappropriate, expensive, and increasingly
unaffordable or impracticable to replace in older cities.

In response to these emerging values of the postmodern
culture a “new” approach to city planning is being developed
around the world. These “new” or “organic” models in fact
borrow much from “old-world” patterns. Newman and
Kenworthy suggest that typical qualities of an “organic” city
are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the buildings are non-uniform but part of a pattern; they
appear to grow out of the landscape and in many places
are hard to distinguish from it,
nature is not lost in this city. Water and trees can be
central to its streets and public spaces,
waste is recycled,
resources are used frugally,
there are extensive, highly proactive, rural land uses
immediately adjacent to the city that are integrated
closely into the functioning of the city,
the streets are filled with people walking, and all major
local destinations are accessible by a short walk.

The key to this is the kind of density and mixed land use that
has grown from the need to have sufficient people living
nearby and sufficient work, shops, schools, etc., within
walking distance. Each combination of land use is organic to
the city's peculiar history and culture, but all have the
qualities of a "pedestrian" place. They are also often

Newman P & Kenworthy J, (1999), “Sustainability and Cities: Overcoming Automobile
Dependence”, Island Press, Washington DC, USA.
24
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described as very "urban," and the two qualities are obviously
linked.
Newman and Kenworthy assert that, despite this change in
the western-world’s social fabric some basic values affecting
city design are clearly emerging. These are:

(c)

•

The Environment
The environment still provides cities with sustenance
even if we may not recognise it. And it has limits on how
much it can be burdened with pollution and bulldozed to
create new suburbs.

•

Social Justice
Postmodernism cannot be a way of avoiding the need to
consider the underprivileged, children, the elderly, and
those with disabilities.

•

Heritage
Postmodern uncertainty makes us more aware of our links
to the past in providing a more organic base for the future.

•

The Public Realm
Streets, parks, meeting areas, public transportation, and
all other parts of the city not fenced off for private use are
vital for us to value. When we do not value them and they
begin to collapse as places for social interchange, then we
really notice it. The Detroit and Los Angeles syndrome25
is not something we can afford.

•

The Urban Economy
There is a growing awareness that the local urban
economy must be the focus of how we develop in cities,
particularly in the centres and subcentres of our cities.

•

The Community
As broader certainties diminish, the need for local
communities grows. Surveys of what people want for the
future inevitably involve a greater role for the
community – people want to live in "villages" again, even
in cities.

In the United States, "New Urbanism" has become the
concept around which a lot of recent urban planning has

Cities heavily dependent on motor vehicles for transport with extensive motorway
systems to support this.

25
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developed – embracing many of these values and “organic”
concepts.
New Urbanism is a movement that incorporates the need to
expose car-dependent assumptions in town planning rules
and fashions; it orients instead around public transport
systems and attempts to create walking environments
through denser, more mixed land use, houses fronting streets
with garages behind, and other design qualities.
Newman and Kenworthy assert:
“There is little doubt that if transit systems are built and
reurbanisation on a large scale emerges, then it will be New
Urbanism guidelines and practices that will be used to create
less car-dependent options in U.S. cities.”
Further underlining the need for this “balancing act”
Newman (1999) states that:
“A sustainable city must constantly learn how to merge its
physical/environmental planning with its economic planning.
This is essential not only for its environment but also for it to
compete economically.”
It is clearly a post-industrial reality that city economies are
going to be competitive only if they offer a good environment
in which to live and work. As the British Transport
Secretary said while announcing the one-third reduction in
the UK road budget in 1995:
“We need to recognise that costs to the environment are real
costs. There is no simple choice between an ‘expensive’
environmental protection option and a 'cheap' option of trying
to ignore environmental impacts.
A deteriorating environment, in the form of worsening air
quality, degraded towns and cities and damaged landscapes
would make the United Kingdom an unattractive location for
investors and would cost us a great deal in economic terms as
well as in our physical health and the quality of our lives.”26

26

Daily Telegraph, December 15 1995.
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Newman and Kenworthy goes on to say, somewhat bluntly:
“For a city to ignore the sustainability agenda is not very
clever. It only means that it will miss out on the innovation
process that is rapidly developing – and the world will have to
wait a bit longer for that city to catch up.”
(d)

It is possible to define the goal of sustainability in a city as
the reduction of the city's use of natural resources and
production of wastes, while simultaneously improving its
liveability, so that it can better fit within the capacities of
local, regional, and global ecosystems.

Newman presents this concept as the Extended Metabolism Model
of Human Settlements:

LIVEABILITY

RESOURCE
INPUTS

Land
Water
Food
Energy
Building Material
Other Resources

DYNAMICS
OF
SETTLEMENT

Health
Employment
Income
Education
Housing
Leisure Activities
Accessibility
Urban Design Quality
Community

Transportation Priorities
Economic Priorities
Cultural Priorities

WASTE
OUTPUTS

Solid Waste
Liquid Waste
Toxics
Sewage
Air Pollutants
Greenhouse Gases
Waste Heat
Noise

EXTENDED METABOLISM
MODEL OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS
Within a community the physical and biological processes of
converting resources into useful products and wastes can be
compared to the human body's metabolic processes or those of an
ecosystem. They are based on the laws of thermodynamics, which
show that anything that comes into a biological system must pass
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through and that the amount of waste is therefore dependent on
the amount of resources required.
Using these principle, the Extended Metabolism Model of Human
Settlements has been developed making it possible to specify the
physical and biological basis of the city, as well as its human basis.
With the model, it is possible to define city sustainability as being
about both reducing metabolic flows (resource inputs and waste
outputs) and increasing human liveability (social amenity, health
and well-being).
(e)

Dr Amin27 summarises the deficiencies of the contemporary
urban built environment as:
“Loss of orientation: residential areas, which are created by
massive transportation, make people feel irrelevant to their
places. People therefore, have less sense of orientation.
Loss of Public Life: the public life in streets and squares has
declined, leaving public life dependent on planned formal
places, mostly in protected internal locations (shopping malls,
bowling centres, etc.).
Poor living environment: while housing conditions and
interior quality have a great attention (sic) in terms of
fundamentals as lights and air, spaces which surrounding
(sic) homes are still fragmented, noisy and visually polluted.”
In remedying these real and destructive issues a pattern of
partnership has emerged in international case studies.
Urban change comes from a combination of the market,
government, and civil society. Each has a legitimate role to
play, and they overlap at many points. When the three are
working together, urban areas have a real chance of being
sustainable. This can be represented as follows:

Amin, M Khairy, (September 2002), “Urban Quality and Designing of Spaces”,
International Society of City and Regional Planners – The 38th International Planning
Congress.

27
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Market
Private Economy

Government
Global, National,
Local

Consumer Products
and Services
(Short Term)

Civil Society
Community
Values & Vision
(Long Term)

INFLUENCES OF HUMAN CHANGE
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Market: The market provides the resources of wealth
needed to make a development happen, whether it is
helpful to sustainability or not. The market is only short
term, however, and cannot determine what the elements
of the "common good" are in urban change since it can
only optimise what is best to individuals.

•

Government: The government regulates and sets policy in
order to ensure that the "common good" in cities is
achieved and that issues to do with the long term (such as
sustainability) are being resolved. But government
cannot ultimately make the ethical judgments that set the
priorities in society; its power to create urban change is, in
the end, no greater than the collective value expressed by
the community. Government is frequently not oriented to
the long term, but to political terms of office.

•

Civil society: Civil society is the guardian of culture and
thus of ethics. Governments do not create ethics; they
create laws that are meant to reflect as much as possible
the ethics of the community. Government and the market
can sometimes influence ethics, but mostly they are
dependent on civil society for their morality and culture.
The media, educational bodies, churches, and loose
associations and collections of communities that we call
civil society, are a highly significant force in shaping the
long-term direction of society, including the shape of cities
and their priorities in land use and infrastructure.
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Examples of Sustainable Development
(a)

The first United Kingdom “Sustainable Development
Strategy” 28 was published following the recommendations of
the Earth Summit that individual countries should prepare
strategies and action plans showing how they proposed to
implement key parts of the agreement reached at the
Summit. (Refer 2.2.2).
The present UK Government's strategy29 seeks to secure “a
better quality of life for everyone, now and for generations to
come”. Importantly, a social dimension has been added to the
Government's objectives. Thus, taking into account its two
environmental components, the strategy's objectives are as
follows:
•
•
•
•

social progress which recognises the needs of everyone,
effective protection of the environment,
prudent use of natural resources,
maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth
and employment.

The four objectives are seen as mutually reinforcing. Thus,
nationally as well as internationally, everyone should be able
to share the benefits of increased prosperity and a clean and
safe environment. A poor environment is incompatible with
quality of life and it may threaten long-term economic growth
because of climate change.
(b)

Similarly in Cambridge, USA and as the national economy
emerged from the recession of the early 1990s, Cambridge
created a growth policy document, “Toward a Sustainable
Future”, in 1993.
Farooq30 reports that the vision established in this document
(which has been successively reaffirmed in subsequent,
planning processes) seeks to build upon the features that
make Cambridge a special place:

Department of the Environment, (1994), UK.
“A Better Quality of Life, Transport and the Regions”, (1999), Department of the
Environment, UK.
30 Farooq, Iram; (September 2002),: “Policy Plan Guiding Growth Management: The
Cambridge Story”, International Society of City and Regional Planners – the 38th
International Planning Congress.
28
29
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a richly diverse population,
an intermixture of living and work, and
diverse neighbourhoods with access to jobs, open space
and shopping.

To achieve this vision, the broad goals that govern planning
for future change in every part of Cambridge are as follows:
“•

Promote land-use patterns that improve quality of life in
residential neighbourhoods and foster a vital public
realm in mixed-use districts.

•

Expand housing opportunities for a wide range of
residents, across the community.

•

Maintain a strong, predictable, and supportive
environment for high tech businesses.

•

Support economic development policies that address the
needs of small and start-up businesses and people in
need of jobs and public services.

•

Shift transportation patterns toward more walking,
transit use and bicycle use, reducing reliance upon
automobiles.

•

Meet the open space needs of current and future
residents.

•

Pursue urban design policies that enhance the character
of residential neighborhoods, support creation of more
lively pedestrian-friendly areas in mixed-use districts,
and result in more attractive and convenient pedestrian
connections.”

Farooq summarises the Cambridge story by saying, “…
planning efforts consistently enhance the city’s vibrancy and
liveability to sustain an attractive housing market even in a
slow economy and keep people invested in the downturn.”
B1.5

Land Use Planning
(a)
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There are two dominant schools of thought for planning with
regard to land use - single use and mixed use. The weight of
contemporary thought favors mixed usage as the preferred
concept for future city planning.
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Dr Amin31 suggests that “the weakness of [single use] is
evident, through its negative impact on the urban development
environment. It has also failed to meet the individual's needs;
which is observed easily in most of the European and
American urban cities, where down-town and administration
districts are characterized (sic) by the direct link between the
activities and existing daily working hours and week ends.
The spaces in such districts present an insecure place for those
who wish to walk around by day or by night during the week
ends.”
Mixed use, Dr Amin continues, “is based on the integration of
its use in urban environment through residential, commercial
and entertaining activities. This ensures street life all
through the day and during week-ends. Street life provides
the main source of security inside those areas, and
subsequently increases the individual's sense of each space.
The mixed use approach is the main planning concept, which
could be easily figured in Nasr City (Egypt). Each district
consists of residential zones with a group of gardens connected
to schools or shopping centres.”
(b)

Commenting on the UK’s city-planning strategy.32
Dr Gossop33 has said:
“The strategy sees land use planning as an important
mechanism to secure the integrated delivery of its four
objectives. Thus, planning policies should promote
regeneration, social inclusion and more sustainable patterns
of development. To those ends, planning has become refocused on three linked themes. First, planning should
consciously seek to reduce the need to travel, especially by car.
Second, it should promote accessibility to jobs and services by
public transport, walking and cycling. Third, it should seek a
more economical, less car-dependent use of land in which
priority is given to the re-use of previously developed land –

Amin, M Khairy, (September 2002), “Urban Quality and Designing of Spaces”,
International Society of City and Regional Planners – The 38th International Planning
Congress.
32 “Transport and the Regions”, (1999), Department of the Environment, United
Kingdom.
33 Gossop, C, (September 2002), “More Sustainable Planning – Experience from England”,
International Society of City and Regional Planners – the 38th International Planning
Congress.
31
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‘brown field’ sites – and to bringing empty buildings back into
new use.”
(c)

This issue of “brown field” development is mirrored around
the western world – Dr Smith34 reports that:
“the remediation of the formerly highly degraded environment
in areas of Sydney Olympic Park represent an environmental
legacy for the people of New South Wales and all visitors to
the site to enjoy.”

(d)

B1.6

Picking up on the theme of mixed-use Albers35 et al note that
Munich has also embraced this approach creating, “compact
urban quarters of mixed use with high density and a high
quality of urban built and open space. Such compact
restructuring is aimed at contributing to a sustainable
development of the region’s settlement pattern – in the sense
that the increased demand for space can be satisfied by a
reasonably dense and compact development, so that
population and employment may be kept within the city, and
‘overspill’ into the surrounding area is reduced.”

Size of Cities
(a)

There is considerable debate concerning an optimal size for
cities. In fact, most urban scholars seem convinced that
". . . the search for an optimal city size is almost as idle as the
quest for the philosophers' stone. The entire area of
speculation is misconceived on several grounds. First, there
are no substantial empirical findings pointing to city size at
which any ‘good’ – income or innovation or governmental
efficiency – is maximised, or any ‘bad’ – crime or pollution – is
minimised. In fact, some data suggest that for economic

Smith, G J, (September 2002), “Development and Application of Environmental Risk
Assessment Methods for Planning and Delivery of City and Suburban Development”,
International Society of City and Regional Planners – the 38th International Planning
Congress.
35 Albers, G et al, (September 2002), “An example from the Munich region: Expansion –
densification = shrinking space?” International Society of City and Regional Planners –
the 38th International Planning Congress.
34
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purposes an optimal city size would be larger than any we
now have”.36
(b)

Notwithstanding, the following generic findings were
established in the 1996 Australian “State of the
Environment” Report37:
(i)

The larger the cities the more sustainable they are in
terms of per capita use of resources (land, energy,
water) and production of wastes (solid, liquid, gaseous),
and in terms of liveability indicators (income,
education, housing, accessibility).

(ii)

Larger cities are, however, more likely to reach
capacity limits in terms of airsheds, watersheds, etc.
For large cities to continue to grow, they must be even
more innovative if they are to be sustainable.

(iii)

In geographic cross-sections of Australian cities there
is an increase in metabolic flows38 and declines in
liveability indicators from core to inner to middle to
outer to fringe suburbs. This pattern is related to
different urban development periods and most recently
is related to reurbanisation by more wealthy residents
and firms. This rapid reurbanisation of more central
areas appears to be related to processes of economic
change related to the new “Information Age”.

(iv)

Ex-urban and coastal settlements are the least
sustainable of all Australian development. They have
large environmental impacts, high metabolic flows,
and low liveability on all indicators.

(v)

Remote Aboriginal settlements have low metabolic
flows and low liveability (especially in employment and
health) but are the settlements where new small-scale
eco-technologies are being tried.

Newman, P & Kenworthy, J, (1999), “Sustainability and Cities: Overcoming
Automobile Dependence”, Island Press, Washington District Council, USA.
37 Department of Environment, Sport and Territories, (1996), Australian Government
Publishing Service, Canberra.
38 Refer 2.2.3(d)
36
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The suggestion that efficiency improves with size has been
corroborated in an international survey of 32 cities carried
out by Newman and Kenworthy which showed that transport
energy use per capita generally declines as city size increases.
This finding was also verified by Peter Naess from the
Norwegian Building Research Institute in the 1990s who
eliminated the major variable of cultural difference by
studying 22 Scandinavian cities. He found a very clear
relationship between the size (as well as density) of the city
and its per capita transport energy use. The cities of
Copenhagen, Oslo, and Stockholm were significantly lower in
transport energy use per capita than were smaller provincial
towns.

(d)

In England, the 1947 Town and Country Planning Act was
passed in reaction to the unconstrained sprawl resulting from
the industrial revolution. As Dr Gossop reports,
“The achievements of that Act and of those that followed are
plain to see. The planning system that they established has,
in the main, prevented settlements from merging through the
'ribbon development' that was typical of the 1920s and 1930s.
It enabled firm boundaries to be defined for our towns and
villages so that in most cases, it is instantly clear where a
settlement finishes, and where the countryside begins. Our
big cities have been prevented from sprawling ever outwards
through the designation in England of Green Belts.
Throughout the United Kingdom 30 new towns were
designated providing homes as well as jobs for some 2 million
people. Fine landscapes have been given special protection.
What would these crowded islands have looked like had there
been no land use planning over the last 50 years?”39

(e)

39

Newman and Kenworthy reports that the “big-pipes”
approach to planning water infrastructure is beginning to be
localised—that is, a new scale of community technology is
being addressed. Water and sewerage are the first
infrastructure services to return to a more localised approach

Gossop, C, (September 2002), “More Sustainable Planning – Experience from England”,
International Society of City and Regional Planners – the 38th International Planning
Congress.
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after it was lost in the "modern" era, but they are not the only
ones. Electricity distribution is already moving in this
direction in many parts of the world, especially wherever
cogeneration or renewable options exist, because by their
nature, these options are small and dispersed. Public
transport and communication are also localising to different
degrees.
While the technology for infrastructure may be moving to a
smaller-scale, localised system, it will still require a heavy
degree of city-wide coordination. Localisation does not mean
cutting off from the city or region. Sustainability requires all
levels to work closely together.
Newman notes:
“The next stage of infrastructure management at the smaller
community scale will require, as already stated, different
management structures – in particular, new boundaries at the
local level will be required. These could be associated with
communities, as set out in the future ‘Sustainable’ City vision.
The benefits to local communities of becoming more involved
in an integrated approach to local infrastructure management
are multiple. Not only could the benefits be very tangible in
terms of lower rates and taxes, but the responsibilities become
key reasons for the community to work more as a community.
It also creates local employment, not only in managing the
technology, but in utilising the resources the water and waste,
the community telecommuting centre, the community bus
services, etc.
The other aspect of physical boundaries, apart from the need
for creating smaller local units and a regional whole-city
boundary is the need for local authorities to link into national
and international sustainability goals. Local Agenda 21
plans, or Sustainability Plans, are becoming the basic
strategic planning tool for local authorities. The need for
national and international groups of local authorities to
ensure that the global agenda is being covered becomes ever
more obvious and apparent.”
B1.7

New Urbanists vs The “Auto–City”
(a)
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emphasise garaging cars at the rear of dwellings, not
allowing them to dominate a streetscape, using narrow
streets and follow natural contours, installing traffic
management devices such as chicanes and throating to
discourage traffic and providing improved pedestrian and
cycling facilities. Such techniques are well known in
New Zealand and in Tauranga.

A typical New Urbanist streetscape and design approach in
Kentlands (on the outskirts of Washington District Council.

(b)

All OECD countries have passed the post–war “baby boom”
and its echo and are now moving toward an absolute decline
in the number of young couples seeking “family” housing,
while there is a growing demand for housing suitable for the
elderly. There is also an unprecedented increase in the
number of single-person households.
The trade-off in housing types has always been with
location – the lower the density, the poorer the location in
terms of accessibility. This trade-off and the relative
importance given to location is a cultural matter. In nonAnglo-Saxon cultures, location tends to have a much higher
priority than in Anglo-Saxon traditions. The growth in
elderly and single-person households is now tending to
increase the demand for location and therefore the
importance of increased densities.
The New Urbanists are allowing very small pieces of land to
remain that are normally added into other blocks, thus
creating the chance to build affordable houses on the
"slivers"; they are also deliberately creating "out buildings,"
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such as small "granny flats" or "student homes" above
garages. These new suburbs generally have strict codes
controlling the appearance of buildings, and thus the quality
of the urban environment is improved by the diversity since it
is within a broad context.
(c)

There is a general trend around the western world toward
inner-city revival. In Copenhagen, the civic authorities
deliberately resisted the American model of the auto–city and
instead looked at other ways to plan for growth. Professor
Jan Gehl described the process by which Copenhagen began
to win back its city over a twenty-year period:
“By the 60's American values had begun to catch on—
separate isolated homes and everyone driving. The city
was suffering, so how could we reverse these patterns? We
decided to make the public realm so attractive it would
drag people back into the streets, whilst making it
simultaneously difficult to go there by car”.

The “Auto–City” can spread in all directions

Copenhagen has reduced central area parking by 3 percent
per annum. It has also pedestrianised more streets, built or
refurbished city housing, introduced all kinds of attractive
landscaping, sculptures, and seating into the streets
(including 3,000 seats along footpath cafes). The city
introduced more buskers (street performers), markets, and
other street life and festivals that became more and more
popular.
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The result has been not only a reduction in traffic, but growth
in the vitality of the city area. Social and recreational
activity has tripled in Copenhagen's major streets.
Danes are finding that the public realm of the city is so
attractive that there is a declining market for single,
detached homes on the urban fringe—they are apparently
"too far away" and "too private."

A Regenerated /Copenhagen City Centre

(d)

Similarly, and largely as result of applying deliberate mass
transport solutions to people movement the central business
district of Toronto has continued to grow in population over
the past decades, adding some 20,000 new dwellings between
1975 and 1988. Metro Toronto's density increased by 13
percent between 1960 and 1990 (particularly along its public
transport corridors).
Toronto’s new central city housing has reduced the morning
traffic peak by 100 cars for every 120 units built. There are
families living in the city centre in the European tradition,
which greatly enhances the vitality and safety of the city.

(e)
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The inner Vancouver population, in a similar vein, rose by
40,000 people between 1986 and 1991 due to its strong
commitment to reurbanisation. Vancouver has achieved:
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•

intensification of housing in the inner area through smallto medium-scale, compact, infill projects near good public
transport services (mostly electric trolley buses),

•

development of large-scale urban villages close to the city
centre with good public transport service and
opportunities for walking or riding safely on segregated
cycle systems to many destinations,

•

very rapid integration of new residential and mixed-use
development in strong nodes around stations on its
driverless, elevated train service known as Skytrain,
which opened in 1986.

Old Walking City Centres like this one in Berne, Switzerland, work better
environmentally, economically, and socially when given pedestrian–friendly
characteristics.

Transport corridors like those in Stockholm enabled development to be
contained and the forest to be part of the city.
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Although “auto–city planning still dominates thinking in the
United States of America, there are signs of a change
consistent with world trends towards more intimate villagelike cities. Cities like Boulder, Portland and Boston have all
successfully “shrunk” their cities.
For example, the downtown area of Portland has been
gradually reinvented around the idea that it should be a
human, liveable environment in which people can walk, sit,
dine alfresco, be entertained, and live in housing set in
attractive public environments. Involvement of the wider
community has been important in setting this trend,
symbolically expressed in the thousands of individually
inscribed bricks making up Pioneer Square in the heart of
Portland.
Part of the downtown revitalisation process of Portland was
to introduce lots of trees, seats, flower planters, sculptures,
period lighting, artwork, and many other elements of good
urban design at the street level. A central city, multi-storey
parking garage was torn down and replaced with a public
meeting place, and a downtown freeway was replaced with a
riverfront park. In addition, lanes have been taken away
from traffic on the two main streets along which a light-rail
public transport system runs. The space has been used to
provide an exclusive right-of-way for the trains and to widen
footpaths, plant trees, and provide flower planters.
Newman describes the Portland city centre as “now probably
the most attractive in the United States”.
As a result of these initiatives the downtown improved its
competitiveness in the local economy by increasing from
5 percent to 30 percent of the metropolitan area's total retail
turnover.
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The historic purpose of cities – to enable face–to–face interactions for
economic and social ends – is a critical element for sustainability in cities
today. Utrecht, like all Dutch cities, retains the quality of street–based
“accidental interaction”.

(g)

Even Australia (as many commentators would argue) a
bastion of the dispersed and sprawling auto–city model is
embracing new approaches to city planning as the following
excerpts from the 1998 Austroads40 guidelines suggest:
“Greater integration between land use and transport may be
achieved by containment of growth. More compact cities take
up less new land, make more effective use of new and existing
land and infrastructure, improve access between jobs, housing
and services by locating these activities closer together,
providing better transport links, and promoting equity in
access opportunities.
Urban sprawl is seen as both a product and a cause of
transport inefficiency and the unsustainable burdens of the
transport system. Urban containment is seen as a part of the
necessary antidote and a key in successfully integrating land
use and transport planning.
Concentrating urban expansion into growth areas enables
greater efficiency in infrastructure provision (both physical
and social), contributes to the protection of productive urban
land and other resources, and creates opportunities for more

40

The Association of Australian State Roading Authorities (of which Transit NZ is a
member).
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sustainable patterns of movement. By integrating land use
and transport in growth corridors, there are also opportunities
for more efficient public transport spines and urban forms,
directing economic growth, providing arterial routes for
freight movement and protecting natural resources at the
flanks.
Growth corridors are also the preferred model for minimising
air pollution, but this needs to be verified in specific cases,
because regional airsheds and movements vary between
regions.”41

Westerman, H L, (1998), “Cities for Tomorrow: Integrating Land Use, Transport and
the Environment – Better Practice Guide”, Austroads.

41
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B2

New Zealand Literature

B2.1

“Living for the Future: A Guide to Agenda 21”, (1994),
Ministry for the Environment and NZ Local Government
Association:
(a)

This defined the Goals and Concept of Sustainable
Development in the following way:

CONCEPT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
(b)

The Guide refers to sustainable land management as follows:
“Land is a finite resource and the natural resources it
supports can vary over time and according to management
conditions and uses.
...
To meet future human requirements, it is essential that the
land and its natural resources are managed in an effective
and efficient manner. Current management practices tend to
approach the uses of land in isolation from each other, with
the result that important linkages and impacts are ignored.
Bringing together physical and land use planning and
management (as set out in the Resource Management Act) is a
practical way of achieving this.”

(c)

The Guide outlines the essential components of an
“integrated approach” as follows:
•
•
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strengthen planning and management systems,
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promote the application of appropriate tools for
planning and management, and
raise awareness and promote public participation.

“Taking up the Challenge of Agenda 21: A Guide for Local
Government”, (1994), Ministry for the Environment and NZ Local
Government Association:
(a)

The Guide outlined how local authorities might implement a
“Local Agenda 21” within their communities, based on
guidelines from ICLEI42:
•
•
•
•

B2.3
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community consultation to define problems, develop
solutions, set priorities and implement
programmes,
sustainable development auditing,
target setting,
development and use of indicators to monitor and
evaluate progress.

(b)

Eight territorial authorities have formally adopted
Agenda 21: Christchurch, Hamilton, Nelson, Waitakere and
Wellington Cities and Tasman, Taupo and Waimakariri
District Councils.

(c)

The Guide went on to review the strategies of Hamilton,
Waitakere, Nelson City Councils and Waimakariri District
Council in implementing their Local Agenda 21 within their
communities.43

“Environment 2010 Strategy”, (1995), Ministry for the
Environment:
This was a statement of the (then) National Government’s
Strategy on the Environment. Its current status under the present
Labour Government is unclear, but it has, nevertheless, some
useful comment in relation to land–use planning.

International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives, (1993), “Local Agenda 21
Action Manual”, Toronto, Canada.
43 A “Sustainable City Forum” was organised in Tauranga in March 1995 and attended by
80 people. The recommendations of that Forum were not implemented at the time,
but elements have been incorporated into TDC’s “Strategic Directions” document (see
later).
42
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The Vision of the Statement is:
“A clean, healthy and unique environment, sustaining nature
and people’s needs and aspirations.”

(b)

Amongst the goals which support this vision are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

(c)

managing our land resources,
managing our water resources,
maintaining clear, clean breathable, air,
protecting indigenous habitats and biological diversity,
managing the environmental habitats and biological
diversity,
managing the environmental effects of transport services.

The Principles for integrating environment, society and
economy are the following:
“Principle 1: Sustainable Management:
. . . The sustainable management of natural resources is best
thought of as a guiding principle that defines constraints and
duties in respect of the way we use natural and physical
resources. Sustainable management includes options of use,
development and protection. The purpose of these constraints
and duties is to ensure the continuance of longer term benefits
from those resources. It is likely that these constraints will
change over time and also reflect different local conditions”.
“Principle 8: Pricing of Infrastructure:
Public utility infrastructure pricing should follow full cost
pricing principles. State or community–owned utility
infrastructure services, such as roads, water supply, solid
waste disposal, sewerage systems . . . are often implicitly
subsidised . . . The result of these policies is that such
infrastructure services are overused, and the associated
environmental impact is artificially increased over what it
would be if the infrastructure services were correctly priced.”

(d)

Under the Strategy the role of local government is identified
as:
“Under the Resource Management Act regional, district and
city councils develop resource management policies and plans.
They are required to find the most cost–effective means of
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achieving sustainable management of resources in their
communities.
Territorial authorities (i.e. district and city councils) have
important roles in providing basic services such as local water
supply, sewerage, roading, waste management, and local
parks and recreation, all of which have significant impacts on
our quality of life. They also have wider roles in identifying
and responding to a range of social and economic issues
affecting people locally. Regional councils and territorial
authorities have important roles in informing local groups
and in facilitating local consensus.”
B2.4

“The Cities and their People – New Zealand’s Urban
Environment”, (1998), Parliamentary Commissioner for the
Environment, Wellington.
(a)

Integrated Urban Management:
“Integrated urban management is the process of taking a more
holistic and strategic approach to managing the inter–related
aspects of the urban environment.”

(b)

Management of Growth:
“Issues: the effects of low density development on increased
car use, energy use and emissions; the effects of intensification
on amenity values and quality of life caused by a lack of
urban design and community involvement;
...
“Rapid growth (e.g. Auckland and Tauranga) . . . have
significant implications for the funding and management of
infrastructure, reducing waste and pollution, and improving
the quality and liveability of the environment. For areas of
rapid growth it is difficult for adequate new infrastructure to
be provided.”
...
“The management of the effects of urban growth (and thereby
the form and direction of growth) is a key role for regional
councils.”

(c)

Liveability:
“Issues: the adverse effects on communities from changes to
liveability and amenity values from intensification and
development; . . . and adequate recognition and use of urban
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design approaches to address the effects of higher density
development in residential areas.
The liveability of urban environments is dependent on unique
combinations of amenity values44 (e.g. open space, design
features, urban vegetation); historic and cultural heritage;
location; and intangible attributes such as character,
landscape and ‘sense of place’. Liveability contributes to both
‘sense of place’ and ‘sense of community’ and allows for more
successful community ownership and enjoyment of urban
areas. The design of cities and towns is a crucial factor that
influences the way people interact with their environment and
an appropriate urban form is a critical factor for urban
sustainability.”
...
“The lack of urban design information for New Zealand
conditions and the complete lack of investment . . . some local
authorities in developing and promoting urban design
approaches is a significant issue. Ad hoc infill housing and
redevelopment has affected the liveability of some city areas.
This has resulted in a public backlash against medium
density housing and urban intensification. A better approach
would be for territorial authorities to encourage innovative
housing development approaches in accordance with
community developed design guidelines . . . An issue to
overcome is that some residential developers can have a
negative attitude to anything but mainstream subdivision.”
B2.5

National Research Bureau (2000) “Features sought in a Home”:
This piece of research identified locational (and other) factors that
prospective home buyers considered important. The locational
factors and their relative importance were as follows:

44

Defined in the RMA as “those natural or physical qualities and characteristics of an
area that contribute to people’s appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence,
and cultural and recreational attributes” (s.2 RMA).
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Locational Factor

Very Important

Important

Privacy

53%

36%

Quiet street (little traffic and activity)

50%

39%

Handy to shops

25%

43%

Handy to schools

35%

23%

Handy to public transport

25%

33%

Rural or bush views

13%

34%

Sea views

16%

25%

City views

6%

13%

The Ministry for the Environment has also published a booklet
“Thinking of buying a property? Some things to think
about” (2001) which discusses some of the advantages and
disadvantages of various residential options.
B2.6

Hamilton City
(a)

Hamilton City Council (HCC) initiated its Local Agenda 21
based strategic plan in 1995 with vision of achieving
sustainable development in that city. There are six strategic
areas with key goals established for each as follows:
“Strategic Area A. Sustaining Hamilton’s Environment
Key Goals
1.
Clean air, water and soil, and an environment free from
excessive noise.
2.
Healthy ecosystems displaying improved biodiversity,
with a strong indigenous component.
3.
Energy resources are used in a sustainable manner, and
air emissions are reduced.
4.
Production of solid and liquid waste (including
hazardous substances) is minimised, and disposal is
carried out in an environmentally sustainable manner.
Strategic Area B. Growing Hamilton
Key Goals
5.
A compact city with a well distributed mix of residential,
employment and service activities, interconnected
through an effective and sustainable transport system.
6.
A distinctive, vibrant, and people–friendly central area.
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Strategic Area C. Promoting Hamilton
Key Goals
7.
A sound economy developing sustainability.
8.
Hamilton has a positive internal and external image.
Strategic Area D. Experiencing our Arts, Culture and
Heritage
Key Goals
9.
Hamilton values its rich culture and artistic
achievement.
10.
Kirikiriroa is established as a centre for traditional and
modern arts and culture.
11.
Cultural and built heritage is widely appreciated and
protected.
Strategic Area E. Living in Hamilton
Key Goals
12.
A diverse range of learning and training opportunities
is available to meet the needs of the community and
business at all levels.
13.
Local neighbourhoods address the needs of their
residents – socially, physically and emotionally.
14.
All people are enabled and encouraged to participate in
the development of the city.
15.
A supportive community where families, youth, and
older persons are valued.
Strategic Area F. Enjoying our City
Key Goal
16.
A full range of land, facilities and services is available
to meet the community’s recreation and leisure needs.”
(b)
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A set of “sustainability indicators” were developed in 1998 for
25 key strategic areas using community workshops. HCC
reports regularly on trends in relation to these key strategic
areas, the latest occasion being September 2002 when the
following summary of trends was reported:
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GETTING BETTER
Hamilton Lakes
Soil Health
Urban Trees
Solid Waste
Housing Affordability
Income
Business
Community and Recreational Facilities
REMAINING STABLE
Air Quality
Waikato River Water Quality
Water Usage
Urban Development
Work
Visitor Accommodation
Education
Public Involvement in Decision–making
Health
GETTING WORSE
Transport
Youth Well–being
Crime and Safety
INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION
TO DETERMINE A TREND
Noise
Energy
Historic Structures and Sites
Partnership with Maori
Cultural Well–being

(c)

In respect of the key strategic area of “urban development”
HCC has stated:
“Urban growth can have a major influence on the
sustainability of any city. A city usually grows by expanding
into ‘greenfield’ areas, in tandem with redevelopment within
the existing built–up area (known as ‘infill’). Greenfield
housing development can be defined as expansion of houses
onto land that was previously used for non–urban purposes
(predominantly rural activities).
Although urban expansion can increase privacy and give
people more space, it comes at the cost of negative
environmental consequences. Lower density urban areas
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displace farmland, increase surface water runoff, require
investment in more widely spread infrastructure, and increase
energy consumption through fostering greater dependence on
private motor vehicles.
Urban intensification (infill), on the other hand, can lessen the
environmental impact of urban growth and make public
transport usage more feasible. However, it raises social issues
associated with more intensive land use, such as noise and
privacy issues, and can place pressure on existing
infrastructure (e.g. sewerage, water).”
(d)

B2.7

HCC’s urban development sustainability indicators have
indicated:
•

approximately 35–40% of building consents over the
last five years have been for infill against greenfield
development,

•

average household occupancy has been declining
and is on a par with the average for New Zealand,

•

housing density is increasing albeit slowly,

•

the average size of new houses has increased
significantly.

Waitakere City
Waitakere City has for the last decade embraced a Local Agenda
21 and declared itself an “eco city”. Its Agenda 21 principles are
embodied in the “Greenprint” - the guiding document for
Waitakere City’s eco city vision.
The Greenprint provides a framework for integrated decision
making. It is structured around seven key focus areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Community Empowerment,
Urban Consolidation,
A Strategy of Involvement,
A Holistic Approach to Health and Safety,
Traffic Reduction and Community Mobility,
A Life-cycle Approach to Energy, Resources and Waste,
Greater Economic Independence.
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As Waitakere City states in their website:
“Being an eco city means working together for better social,
economic and environmental outcomes for our children, our
grandchildren and ourselves.
It means working with people and communities to:
•
•
•
•
•

build a strong local economy,
create attractive town centres with good road and
passenger transport access,
protect and expand the “green network” which links our
streams and parks from the ranges to the sea,
use resources better, and produce less waste,
improve the wellbeing of residents.”

In the early 1990s Waitakere City Council (WCC), and later the
Auckland Regional Council, decided to limit urban sprawl and
work towards a more compact city form. There are a number of
reasons why WCC promoted this strategy, some of which are:
•

compact cities are more sustainable, because they are
more efficient in the use of land, transport and
infrastructure. Anne Cheng (Senior Analyst: Urban
Policy – WCC) says that the use of “triple bottom line”
reporting45 is revealing the true and full cost of
development and that compact cities are demonstrably
and holistically less costly than greenfield developments,

•

living in a compact city makes it easier for communities to
access a range of employment opportunities and
community facilities with less travel, and also supports
the development of passenger transport systems,

•

where communities are able to enjoy improved public
transport, there will be less dependency on private car
use. This in turn contributes to more energy efficient
transport, reduced air emissions and less vehicle
pollutants entering waterways from stormwater run-off
from roads.

WCC believes that making a compact city work depends on having
interesting, vibrant town centres that people will choose to live

45

Reporting against a series of social, economic and environmental goals and objectives.
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and work in. Waitakere City has three main town centres at New
Lynn, Henderson and Massey North/Westgate, and a number of
smaller suburban town centres.
Cheng reports that this mixed land-use (inherent within the
Auckland Regional Growth Strategy) together with the creation of
“urban villages” within the cityscape is a critical element of
Waitakere City’s philosophy for growth. She goes onto state that
these “urban villages” should aim to provide for 80% of its
residents’ living needs.
To assist in the development of the eco city WCC has created a
development company, Waitakere Properties Ltd46. Its aims
include building “leading edge” developments that show how new
concepts can work in practice. The company has pioneered quality
medium-density housing at Harbourview, using environmentally
friendly design and building materials. Cheng also reports that
this company can be used to “prime” development in key strategic
areas – thus “kickstarting” development for the private sector.
This, together with other initiatives (the concept and design
workshops with subsequent investments, Proposed District Plan
provisions and non-regulatory work) have contributed to major
changes to the City. Investments have been triggered, the
streetscapes and pedestrian safety of the town centres have
improved enormously, and the strict segregation between living,
working and shopping areas has begun to make way for a more
mixed-use and lively city.
WCC has produced many guideline documents to assist its citizens
in applying the eco city principles. An example is the “Sustainable
Home Guidelines” which includes advice on:
•

46

Design
- Household Safety
- Avoiding Construction Waste
- Site Earthworks

A local authority trading enterprise fully owned by WCC.
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Energy
- Design for the Sun
- Insulation
- Heating Your Home
- Heating Water
- Household Appliances
- Light and Lighting
Water
- Saving Water Using Rainwater Wastewater Gardening
with Water
Materials
- Building Materials
- Timber
- Plastics
- Paint
- Earth Building

Thames–Coromandel District
The Thames-Coromandel District is experiencing significant
growth pressure across a large but relatively sparsely-populated
area and diverse land-use requirements. The latter ranges from
mining to environmental “lifestylers” to holiday makers.
Chris Samson (Group Manager for Policy and Planning) of the
Thames-Coromandel District Council (TCDC) reports that the
Council is focusing on creating urban centres (or “growth cells”)
around the existing towns of Whitianga, Coromandel, Thames,
Tairua and Pauanui. Although there is pressure to open up more
coastal areas for development (and TCDC has in some cases
acquiesced for selected very low density development) this is being
largely resisted as there are both economies to be had by
leveraging existing infrastructure and the environment to be
protected.
TCDC has adopted a branding slogan of “Loving the Coromandel”
to encapsulate community values. This has been “fleshed out” in
line with the purpose of local government, articulated in the
proposed new Local Government Act47 as follows:

47

Refer to Clause 8, “Purpose of Local Authorities” in Part 2 of the Local Government
Bill 2002.
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“Desired Social Outcomes
Harmonious, balanced communities
Community involvement
- identifying outcomes
- delivery
Safe and healthy communities
Opportunities for involvement
Community values supported/reinforced by TCDC
Desired Economic Outcomes
Sustainable community economies
- utilisation of resources
- adequate to support local services
Sustainable community economies within a district–wide
view – fairness and equity
Affordable and adequate services
- rate of growth maintained by Council’s ability to provide
infrastructure
Financially sustainable Council
Desired Environmental Outcomes
Natural character maintained
Properties safe from natural hazards
Accessibility natural environment and public estate
Rich and healthy biodiversity
District free from plant and animal pests
Waste minimised
Ecologically healthy waterways, land and air
Vibrant and attractive town centres that reflect local
environment
Built environment compatible with natural environment
Desired Cultural Outcomes
Heritage sites respected
Cultural diversity
Diverse communities/lifestyles
Artistry treasured and valued
Opportunity for a wide range of recreational/cultural
activities.”
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“Creating our Future – Sustainable Development for
New Zealand”, (2002), Parliamentary Commissioner for the
Environment, Wellington.
This recently published 10–year review of New Zealand’s progress
on sustainable development since 1992 explores future
opportunities and challenges. The review notes:
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•

a variety of drivers and various key trends pose risks to
our future environmental sustainability;

•

New Zealand’s urban areas have not received the
attention they need to promote sustainable urban
environments and infrastructures;

•

leadership in all sectors is critical for any significant
progress to be made on sustainable development;

•

sustainable development has to be supported by a strong
vision and clear goals established through effective public
participation processes.
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B3

Western Bay of Plenty Literature

B3.1

Tauranga District
(a)

“Strategic Directions – Vision 2020”:
This document is the Tauranga District Council’s (TDC)
Strategic Plan. It refers to TDC’s desire to work towards “a
sustainable district with Agenda 21”. There are five key
results areas:
•
•
•
•
•

leadership,
environmental sustainability,
economic development,
community self reliance, and
funding.

Several of the strategies are relevant to the
SmartGrowth Project:
“ • A clear vision for the Tauranga Region and a plan
for achieving it.
• Aligned sub–regional infrastructure provision.
• Practical and effective structure for sub–regional
service delivery.
• Protecting the natural beauty of Tauranga
landscape.
• Mitigating the impact of development.
• Protecting the environment by providing quality
infrastructure.
• Sustainable urban development of the Tauranga
region.
• Creating opportunities for self–contained
neighbourhoods –
- providing choice in residential living
environments,
- safeguarding character and amenity values.
• Provide quality infrastructure that supports the
local economy.
• Adequate provision of land zoned to meet
employment business needs.
• Provision of a roading network to ensure the ease of
movement of goods.
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Progressive upgrade of Tauranga Airport to ensure
air services meet business and domestic growth.
Quality infrastructure protecting public health.”

Clearly, these foregoing strategies are consistent with the
objectives of SmartGrowth. In respect of the relevant of
“Strategic Directions” to the location of future areas for urban
growth the following comment is relevant:
“What you value influences your choices about where to live.
It is important people have choices about the type of living
environment they have:
•
•
•

Higher density living in Tauranga,
Rural and lifestyle blocks in the Western Bay of Plenty,
Smaller towns like Katikati and Te Puke.

The Council can influence this through planning, setting
limits, providing reserves, planting trees.”
The means by which TDC will utilise to provide choice in
residential living are stated as:
“By research:
Into the impact of housing infill on infrastructure and
amenity values.
By the District Plan:
To provide residential development options which reflect
varying lifestyles.
To set standards for building (location, site coverage, light etc)
in the District Plan.
...
By Partnership
With Western Bay of Plenty District Council to ensure
complementary planning.”
(b)

“Industrial Strategy Statement” (August 1993):
This draft document comprises the recommendations of the
Industrial Strategy Study Joint Technical Working Party.
The report noted (inter alia):
•
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•

to attract economic development and maintain convenient
employment opportunities a variety of locations for
business are needed in the Western Bay of Plenty Sub–
region,

•

only Oropi/Greerton and Mt Maunganui offer a reasonable
variety of vacant land for business in Tauranga District,

•

Katikati appeared to have adequate land for its business
needs,

•

Te Puke had insufficient land for business,

•

Tauranga Airport represented a significant land resource
suitable for business.

Of particularly relevance in this Study was the identification
of locational criteria for future business land:
“•

B3.2

Close to good transportation routes, particularly a
highway and the port, and also some sites with the option
of rail access,

•

In reasonable proximity to the urban area for labour
supply or domestic market convenience,

•

Conveniently located to link into infrastructure services,
particularly wastewater and water supply,

•

Not too close to residential areas.”

Western Bay of Plenty District
(a)

The Western Bay of Plenty District Council (WBOPDC) has
adopted “A Strategic Plan for the Western Bay of Plenty
District 1998–2020”.
The vision in this Plan indicates the expected “triple bottom
line” outcomes consistent with Agenda 21:
“A District where –
- the environment is valued, cared for and improved
so that future generations will be able to access what
this generation now enjoys, and
- people enjoy a healthy and safe lifestyle where
values and diversity are respected, and
- the economy is based on a wide range of activities
that are friendly to the environment.”
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The Plan identifies a range of key indicators which WBOPDC
will monitor to assess whether its vision for the District is
being achieved.
One of the important goals of WBOPDC is “to lead the people
of Western Bay of Plenty District in the achievement of
sustainable development”.
In respect of its role of managing growth WBOPDC has a goal
and range of strategies:
“Goals
2.1
To manage the District’s development so that the rate of
growth within each community does not exceed its
ability to absorb it.
...
Strategies
Joint Strategy on Growth
(a)
Implement the joint Western Bay of Plenty District and
Tauranga District Council’s Strategy on growth.
Residential Growth Centres
(b)
Encourage development of a residential only nature to
locate within identified settlements (growth centres)
and provide infrastructure and services to match
community needs. The Growth Centres are:
• Waihi Beach (including Island View/Pio’s Beach
and Athenree)
• Katikati
• Omokoroa
• Te Puke
(c)

Within the four Growth Centres provide for increased
residential density subject to that settlement’s capacity
to absorb the impacts of closer settlement.

Residential (excluding Growth Centres)
(d)
At Maketu, investigate residential development options
and appropriate infrastructure in partnership with the
local community and iwi.
(e)
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character of development to ensure a choice of living
environments, subject to –
• protection of the natural environment, including
ecological values and water quality,
• protection of amenity,
• avoidance of conflict of activities,
• avoidance of land that is flood prone, unstable or in
coastal margins,
• the ability to provide appropriate infrastructure.
Employment Growth Centres
(f)
Continue to investigate those areas of the District which
may have the potential to provide significant
employment opportunities for the local and regional
economy. Areas now being investigated are:
• Te Puke North
• Rangiuru
• Parton Road
• Katikati
(g)

B3.3

Plan for Employment Growth Centres subject to:
• the area being identified as suitable in the
investigatory studies,
• protection of the natural environment, including
ecological values and water quality,
• protection of amenity,
• avoidance of conflict of activities.”

SmartGrowth Project
The report on “Residential Intensification”, (May 2002)48
prepared by Hill Young-Cooper Ltd, contains some important
conclusions/ recommendations that are relevant to the Brief for
this Project:
“Intensification can also reduce pressure for continued urban
expansion. It can slow the conversion of rural land to urban
activities, help protect catchments from urban development,
promote energy efficiency and, over time, develop land use patterns
that are supportive of greater use of passenger transport, walking
and cycling, and less use of cars.
...

48

Draft – Version 3.
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The demand for intensive styles of living is growing strongly in
Tauranga. It is likely that the current focus of the market on the
retirement and holiday home sector will broaden out to other
segments of the market as people become used to intensive forms of
living, and people’s lifestyles alter. This broadening of the market
will see intensive housing develop in areas away from the current
focus of activity around Mt Maunganui. Development in the
Tauranga CBD, and smaller centres like Greerton is likely. So too
is further intensification along the coastline, such as the area
between Mt Maunganui and Bayfair. Intensive housing
developments in greenfields areas are also likely . . . It is expected
that the share of the housing market associated with intensive
housing will grow in the next twenty years, from the current share
of 10% of the market, to at least 25% or 30% of the total market.
...
There are three main options for the management of intensification.
These are:
•

Status quo – maintaining and extending current policy
relating to across the board infill so that it includes other
forms of intensification.

•

Market led – letting the market determine the location and
quality of development. This is likely to see the market
choose coastal and harbour edge sites.

•

Centres–based – encourage a clustered form of
intensification with intensive development concentrated
around key centres and points of activity.

A centres–based strategy for intensification has more potential to
meet community goals, compared to a continuation of the status
quo, or by taking a market–led approach.”
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APPENDIX C
INDICATIVE SECTION SALE PRICE49
C1

Tauranga

Location Rating
Excellent
(Views and/or close
to coast and
amenities)
Average
(No views, not
close to coast but
close to amenities)
Poor
(No views, not
close to coast or
amenities)

C2

COMPLEXITY RATING
Difficult
Difficult
geology
topography

2 or more
complexities

$300,000 +

$200,000 –
300,000

$200,000 –
300,000

$120,000 –
150,000

$180,000 –
200,000

$120,000 –
150,000

$100,000 –
180,000

$80,000

$180,000

$100,000 –
130,000

$100,000 –
130,000

$70,000

Mt Maunganui/Bayfair

Location Rating
Excellent
(Views and/or close
to coast and
amenities)
Average
(No views, not
close to coast but
close to amenities)
Poor
(No views, not
close to coast or
amenities)

49

No serious
difficulties

No serious
difficulties

COMPLEXITY RATING
Difficult
Difficult
geology
topography

$400,000 +
Waterfront

$375,000 –
400,000

$350,000 –
375,000

$300,000 –
350,000

$100,000

$80,000

$600,000 –
80,000

$50,000 –
60,000

$70,000

$60,000

$50,000 –
60,000

Medium–sized, non–subdividable greenfield section (500–800m2), fully serviced
(inclusive of GST).
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Greerton/Pyes Pa

Location Rating
Excellent
(Views and/or close
to amenities)
Average
(No views but close
to amenities)
Poor
(No views, not
close to amenities)

C4

No serious
difficulties

COMPLEXITY RATING
Difficult
Difficult
geology
topography

2 or more
complexities

$80,000 –
100,000

$70,000 –
100,000

$50,000 –
70,000

$80,000 –
90,000

$60,000 –
70,000

$60,000

$40,000 –
60,000

$60,000

$50,000 –
60,000

$40,000 –
55,000

$40,000 –
50,000

$120,000

Papamoa

Location Rating
Excellent
(Views and/or close
to coast and
amenities)
Average
(No views, not
close to coast but
close to amenities)
Poor
(No views, not
close to coast or
amenities)

C5
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No serious
difficulties

COMPLEXITY RATING
Difficult
Difficult
geology
topography

2 or more
complexities

$300,000 +
Waterfront

$260,000 +

$250,000 +

$200,000

$90,000

$70,000

$70,000

$50,000

$65,000

$55,000

$55,000

$45,000 –
55,000

Omokoroa

Location Rating
Excellent
(Views and/or close
to coast and
amenities)
Average
(No views, not
close to coast but
close to amenities)
Poor
(No views, not
close to coast or
amenities)
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No serious
difficulties

COMPLEXITY RATING
Difficult
Difficult
geology
topography
$200,000

2 or more
complexities

$250,000

$200,000

$150,000

$120,000

$80,000

$70,000 –
80,000

$50,000 –
60,000

$70,000

$50,000

$40,000 –
50,000

$45,000
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Katikati

Location Rating
Excellent
(Views and/or close
to coast and
amenities)
Average
(No views, not
close to coast but
close to amenities)
Poor
(No views, not
close to coast or
amenities)

C7
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No serious
difficulties

COMPLEXITY RATING
Difficult
Difficult
geology
topography

2 or more
complexities

$120,000 –
150,000

$100,000 –
130,000

$100,000 –
130,000

$70,000 –
90,000

$70,000

$45,000 –
50,000

$45,000 –
$50,000

$40,000

$60,000

$40,000

$40,000

$35,000

Waihi Beach

Location Rating
Excellent
(Views and/or close
to coast and
amenities)
Average
(No views, not
close to coast but
close to amenities)
Poor
(No views, not
close to coast or
amenities)
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No serious
difficulties
$200,000 –
400,000

COMPLEXITY RATING
Difficult
Difficult
geology
topography

2 or more
complexities

$150,000 –
300,000

$150,000 –
300,000

$100,000 –
150,000

$100,000

$80,000

$70,000

$60,000

$60,000

$50,000

$50,000

$40,000

